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I

Abstract
Reducing and replacing the non-renewable energy used for residential buildings is an important
strategy to improve the sustainability of cities. In Amsterdam, the diversity and character of the
housing stock poses a challenge on attempts to improve the residential energy performance.
Residential retrofitting is one of the items on the city’s sustainability agenda and the municipality aims
to promote and facilitate initiatives to reduce and replace non-renewable energy used for residential
heating and electricity. This study focuses on the different actor groups involved in the governance of
retrofitting, and whether the diversity of actors causes fragmentation among them. There does not
seem to be a central actor or organisation who governs residential retrofitting in Amsterdam. This
study builds on data gathered through interviews, participant observations and policy documents. The
results show that on the level of contents the fragmentation is low: actors have largely similar norms,
goals and perceptions with respect to retrofitting. However, collaboration and coordination could be
increased between the actor groups and projects, which indicates some fragmentation. The
fragmentation has both positive and negative consequences for realising the municipal goals
concerning retrofitting in Amsterdam. The conceptual framework is based on fragmentation theory,
which introduces a novel way to analyse urban governance for residential retrofitting.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Why retrofitting in Amsterdam?
The research described in this thesis focuses on residential retrofitting projects in Amsterdam and the
potential of existing initiatives to contribute to the energy transition envisioned by the city’s
municipality. Since the built environment represents one third of Dutch energy demands, retrofitting
projects are becoming an important tool to reduce urban fossil fuel dependency and lower greenhouse
gas emissions (Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2014). The city of Amsterdam has pronounced several
energy goals for the coming decades and retrofitting is one of the methods to create a more sustainable
building stock (Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a). However, currently retrofitting in Amsterdam
happens through numerous relatively small projects, initiated by a variety of actors. In this thesis I
analyse this apparent fragmentation and its consequences for the contribution of retrofitting to
Amsterdam’s residential sustainability.
In this introduction chapter I will first describe the problem context and introduce the case of
residential sustainability in Amsterdam. Next, I will explain the research objective and research
questions. In chapter 2 I describe the research methodology and data collection. Chapter 3 provides the
theoretical framework I used to analyse the case. In the analytical chapters 4 and 5 I answer two subresearch questions. Chapter 6 reflects on the findings and answers the third sub-research question.
Finally, in chapter 7 I provide my conclusions, followed by the bibliography.

1.1.2. Context: climate change and energy consumption
The global climate is changing and our world is warming up. Emissions caused by human activities
that require the burning of fossil fuel are the key contributors to this process of global warming. Sadly,
this statement will no longer come as a surprise. Although the average temperature is projected to
continue to rise over the next decades, numerous initiatives, measures and agreements aim to limit or
even stop greenhouse gas emissions. During the UNFCCC Conference of the Parties (COP) in
Copenhagen in 2009 the negotiators emphasized the importance of staying below a temperature rise of
2 degrees Celsius, based on scientific research on the potential effects. In order to realise this, specific
targets and action plans need to be established, especially for sectors and spaces that contribute most
to global warming (UNFCCC, 2014).
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There is much discussion about the appropriate scale or governance level to address climate change
and what should be the role of global organisations, national governments, or local entities such as
cities. Many authors argue that cities can play an important role in reducing emissions (e.g. Castán
Broto & Bulkeley, 2014; Dixon et al., 2014; Dodman, 2009; Pearson et al., 2014) and in many cities
we can observe numerous projects and initiatives that aim to reduce their emissions. A large
contributor to cities’ energy consumption and the associated emissions is the built environment.
Buildings use energy for heating, cooling, lightening and other electrical appliances. In the case of
residential buildings, there can be many residents who own or rent a part of the building. Therefore,
decisions to improve the sustainability of a residential building depend on many owners, either
residents or housing corporations.
Based on the 2012 Energy Efficiency Directive the Netherlands drafted its third National Energy
Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP), describing the main targets and strategies for national energy
savings up to 2020 (Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2014). In the period 2014-2020 the Netherlands
should achieve a total energy saving of 1,5%, which translates into 482 petajoule (PJ) (Daniëls et al.,
2013). A specific part of the plan is focussed on energy reduction within buildings, which should
result in saving 122 PJ. Resulting from this NEEAP, several initiatives have been established to
increase the number of houses and other buildings with a high energy label and low energy
consumption, focused on both rental and private houses. Numerous projects are currently undertaken
or completed in this area, forming the first steps of a transition to an energy-efficient building stock.

1.1.3. Energy retrofitting
In order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from energy use there are two main roads. One is to
produce the demanded energy with renewable energy sources instead of fossil fuels, such as wind
turbines, solar panels or geothermal power stations. The other way is to lower the total amount of
energy demanded, by making the energy use more efficient for example with technological
improvements. Energy retrofitting projects for buildings make use of both strategies. The term
retrofitting means “to add (a component or accessory) to something that did not have it when
manufactured” (Oxford Dictionary, 2015). Two other definitions of retrofit are provided by Dowling
et al. (2014) and Eames (2011).
“Retrofitting involves the modification of what already exists in cities: altering the ways in
which existing buildings are heated and cooled, diverting households, businesses and organisations
toward renewable sources of energy rather than fossil fuels, encouraging the take up of energy efficient
appliances (...). Retrofitting is also a social process in which technologies are adopted, accommodated
and altered by urban actors”.
(Dowling et al., 2014: 18)
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“Sustainable urban retrofitting (..): directed alteration of the fabric, form or systems which comprise the
built environment in order to improve energy, water and waste efficiencies.”
(Eames, 2011: 2)

Additionally, Eames et al. (2013: 513) explain that “processes of urban retrofit can be understood as
clustering around three regimes: housing; non-domestic buildings; and urban infrastructure and land
use”. The focus of retrofitting in the proposed research will focus on the first of these three regimes,
urban housing. Retrofit for housing happens mostly with the objective to improve the performance of
the building, with regard to resource consumption or comfort. By improving insulation the energy
demand for indoor temperature regulation can be reduced and renewable energy sources (such as solar
panels or geothermal heat pumps) can be added to provide energy for the building. Based on the
existing definitions and the focus of this study, I will use the term (residential) retrofitting to describe
(technological) changes and additions to houses to reduce the energy use and/or replace fossil
fuel energy by renewable energy.
Within the Netherlands, existing buildings account for more than a third of the national energy use
(Opstelten et al., 2007). Since buildings often last for many years or decades, retrofitting buildings to
reduce their energy demand has become an important focus point. Many Dutch municipalities have set
goals for emission reductions in the future, whereby reduction of domestic energy demand can play a
key role. An increasing number of various retrofitting projects has been initiated in municipalities
throughout the entire country in recent years, although the projects can have quite different
characteristics. Most projects focus on a specific location, for example a neighbourhood or city. Also,
retrofitting can be initiated by residents who own their house, a group of tenants, or housing
corporations owning rental houses. Various incentives can be identified to engage in a retrofitting
project, such as financial gains, more comfort, environmental concerns, showcasing environmental
leadership, aesthetics, understandings of lifestyle, or the joy from working on one’s own house (GramHanssen, 2014; Urgenda, 2015; Van der Heijden, 2015).

1.1.4. Retrofitting in Amsterdam
The city of Amsterdam is one of the Dutch cities that is witnessing a rapid increase of projects that
aim to reduce energy use by buildings. The city has an agenda for sustainability based on five
transition pathways, focussing on the following themes: sustainable energy, clean air, circular
economy, climate resilience and municipal sustainability (Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a). This
study focusses on the first pathway, ‘sustainable energy’, which includes targets for residential energy
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labels, energy neutral homes, and increasing wind energy for the city. Regarding the retrofitting of
existing houses, the municipality of Amsterdam states that they will “stimulate house owners to invest
in the energy performance of their property” (Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a: 15). For property
owned by housing corporations, the goal is to have on average energy label B1 in 2020. Besides, the
city aims to realise 1000 ‘Nul Op de Meter’ or NOM (zero energy demand) houses that have no
energy bill. Based on this sustainability agenda for Amsterdam, some of the separate city districts or
stadsdelen have made specific action plans with steps towards the targets.

Figure 1. Infographic of Amsterdam's sustainability agenda (Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a)

These targets can be seen as a first small step in the energy transition process to prepare Amsterdam
for a future with reduced availability of fossil fuels, where clean renewable energy should be the
standard (Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a). We cannot predict the (precise) outcome of transitions,
since numerous variables affect which path is chosen each time when many options are available.
Many actors and institutions can collectively govern the direction of a transition by different means or
modes of governing (Kern & Alber, 2008; Patterson et al., 2015).

1

The energy label system for houses in the Netherlands indicates the insulation and energy use. It ranges from
G (lowest performance) to A or even A+ (Milieu Centraal, 2015).
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1.1.5. Amsterdam’s retrofit initiatives: fragmented or coherent?
Beside the municipality of Amsterdam, other actors play a role, for example (groups of) active citizens,
building corporations, contractors, housing corporations. Although many actors, organisations and
initiatives exist in Amsterdam, their contributions to the envisioned energy transition seem rather
fragmented and without clear coherence or cooperation. For example, the following initiatives relate to
residential retrofitting/sustainable residential energy provision: Duurzame Huizenroute, City-Zen &
Amsterdam Smart City, NEWNRG, Wij Krijgen Kippen (a self-organising network (Stijkel et al.,
2013)), Zuiderlicht and Amsterdam Energie (energy cooperations in Amsterdam South). However, the
precise links and connections between various initiatives, cooperations, and projects are not very clear.
Furthermore, there are additional stakeholders who are involved in a more indirect way, for example
building contractors, energy suppliers and research organisations such as the Amsterdam Metropolitan
Solutions (AMS) institute. Many of these initiatives are supported by, or cooperate with, the
municipality of Amsterdam, but the initiators vary and include various organisations. Connections and
collaboration between research organisations and local projects are not clear. According to theory, in
order to create a transition, it is essential to have so-called ‘connectors’ to progress from separate
innovative actors towards societal change (Rotmans, 2015).
With this large and diverse playing field of initiatives, the question arises whether and how all these
efforts are contributing to the city’s long-term energy transition goals. The variety of projects is large,
so when citizens or organisations want to contribute there are many possible initiatives one can join.
Although many projects are in some way connected (via platforms or networks such as Wij Krijgen
Kippen) the ‘landscape’ of retrofitting initiatives seems fragmented into many organisations. The
effect of this fragmentation can be twofold. On one hand the diversity and multipolarity of initiatives
may result in wider spreading of retrofitted houses among Amsterdam’s districts and citizens.
Fragmentation on the niche level (Geels, 2002) is inevitable, but to reach an actual transition more
coherence and consistency might be desirable. On the other hand, therefore, fragmented initiatives can
be a limitation in the transition process, because initiatives remain small and unconnected to existing
institutions. In chapter 3 I will discuss the possible effects of fragmentation from a theoretical
perspective. The arising questions are whether the retrofitting governance is really fragmented, and
what the consequences are for the contribution retrofitting makes to Amsterdam’s energy transition.

1.1.6. Retrofitting governance
The governance of retrofitting projects as well as the energy transition in Amsterdam is not merely in
the hands of the municipality. The municipality has the power to implement policies, rules and
standards and therefore able to govern retrofitting in several ways. Yet, the governance is shared with
other active actors such as building corporation projects and (citizen) initiatives concerned with
5
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Amsterdam’s energy transition. An important focus point of this study is therefore the governance of
retrofitting; how and by whom is the field of residential retrofitting governed?
Many authors and organisations have provided definitions of the term governance (Grindle, 2007).
One definition of the term ‘governance’ is provided by Den Exter (2012) based on Kern (2011): “any
kind of action undertaken by any societal actor to obtain a certain impact on society”. Also, Hyden et
al. (2004: 16) describe governance as “the formation and stewardship of the formal and informal rules
that regulate the public realm, the arena in which state as well as economic and societal actors interact
to make decisions”. These definitions emphasize that not only formal or governmental actors play a
role in the process of steering and decision-making. The research proposed here also presumes that
both governmental bodies and other societal or economic actors, as well as the patterns of interaction
and collaboration are important for the retrofitting landscape in the city of Amsterdam. Better
understanding of these patterns and the actors is therefore important to give rise to the intended
(residential) energy transition.

1.2. Objective and research questions
Following from the problem description above, the objective of this study is to find out if the field of
Amsterdam’s retrofitting initiatives is indeed fragmented, as the multitude of projects and
organisations suggest, and to understand the consequences of this fragmentation for the contribution of
retrofitting projects to Amsterdam’s energy transition goals. I will explore the potential for more
coherence or collaboration, based on theory about governance fragmentation and an analysis of the
role of different actors play in the governance of Amsterdam’s retrofitting field.
A better understanding of how residential retrofitting projects and their governance contribute to
Amsterdam’s energy goals will increase the potential of the projects. The societal objective is
therefore to contribute to Amsterdam’s energy transition, subsequently leading to less dependency on
fossil fuels and less emissions. Also, existing retrofitting projects can benefit from the insights about
the consequences of fragmentation and potential benefits from more integration or collaboration. The
problem description and research objective resulted in the following research question:
How and why does fragmentation occur in the domain of residential retrofitting in Amsterdam,
and what are the consequences of fragmentation for the impact of retrofitting initiatives?
In order to answer this question I will focus on two sub-questions. First, I will investigate the
empirical research question:
By whom and how is residential retrofitting in Amsterdam governed?
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Second, for my analysis I will draw on fragmentation theory. As this theoretical perspective is usually
used to analyse cases of global governance rather than local or urban governance, my third question
focuses on the value of fragmentation theory for this research:
What insights can fragmentation theory provide when applied to the urban governance issue
of residential retrofitting?
This question is theoretical and I will reflect on it in the concluding chapter. In chapter two I will
introduce fragmentation theory and how I propose to use it for my case study on residential retrofitting.
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Chapter 2
Conceptual Framework
Introduction
In this chapter I introduce the conceptual framework used for the analysis of residential retrofit
initiatives in Amsterdam. The framework is mainly based on fragmentation theory, which is usually
used to analyse global governance. However, in this chapter I propose a way to adapt the theory and
use its perspectives for the urban governance level. First, I will shortly reflect on prior literature on
(residential) retrofitting and explain the gap that my thesis aims to address. In the following sections I
introduce the concept urban governance architecture, the different types of fragmentation, and the
potential consequences of a fragmented governance architecture.

2.1. Retrofitting
Over the last decade many studies concerning retrofitting have been published. Authors studied
different aspects of retrofitting, for example technological possibilities, potential CO2 savings, costeffectiveness, economic considerations, organisational aspects, and people’s motivations for (not)
retrofitting their house (Dall’O’ et al., 2012; Gram-Hanssen, 2014; Neme et al., 2011; Opstelten et al.,
2007; Tommerup & Svendsen, 2006; Van der Heijden, 2015; Verbeeck & Hens, 2005). Early studies,
for example Tommerup and Svendsen (2006) and Verbeeck and Hens (2005) focus more on the
potential energy savings from retrofitting residential buildings and the economic viability of different
retrofit measures. Respectively, investments in roof insulation, floor insulation and thermally better
glass and window frames are the most effective and durable measures a household can take according
to a study regarding the Belgian housing stock (Verbeeck & Hens, 2005). Tommerup and Svendsen
(2006) conclude that retrofitting has the potential to reduce current residential energy with 80% by
2050 and that no technological or economic barriers exists, based on case studies conducted in
Denmark. However, the key constraint is the lack of knowledge and interest of consumers, which
should be addressed via legislation and control (Tommerup & Svendsen, 2006: 626).
Literature on retrofitting can be roughly divided in two groups, whereby the first group focuses on the
phenomenon retrofitting, discussing the best measures and assessing the gains, in terms of energy
savings and economic benefits (e.g. Dall’O’ et al., 2012). The second group of literature, most relevant
for this study, pays attention to the social challenge and focused on the role and motivations of
individuals or institutions to (not) take energy retrofit measures (e.g. Gram-Hanssen, 2014; Karvonen,
2013). Unsurprisingly, studies conclude that people’s behaviour in this case is non-rational and
8
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personal preferences play often a large role (Gram-Hanssen, 2014; Tommerup & Svendsen, 2006). In
many cases expected gains (either monetary or non-monetary) are an important prerequisite for joining
a retrofit programme.
However, these two groups of studies pay relatively little information to the meta-level of institutions
around residential retrofitting, such as the network of organisations around Amsterdam’s retrofitting
challenge. Some studies address different types of projects, for example Van der Heijden (2015) who
hypothesizes that voluntary retrofit programmes are an alternative for slow regulative movements, but
finds that “not too much should be expected from voluntary programmes for building retrofits” (Van
der Heijden, 2015: 181). Studies that focus on the organisational level exist for sustainable energy
systems in general or for the built environment as a whole, but not specific for the residential energy
sector. Most of the studies which look at the Dutch situation apply the perspective of transition theory
or transition management (e.g. Kern and Smith (2008), Kemp (2010), Loorbach (2007)). Another
perspective often used to look at the adoption of sustainable urban technologies is social practice
theory (Karvonen, 2013; Spaargaren et al., 2006). However, in this thesis I will not focus on the
adoption of retrofit technologies by society or individual households. Instead, I use fragmentation
theory to investigate the role and influence of different actors and institutions regarding the
governance of retrofitting in Amsterdam.
No study has yet analysed the meta-level governance architecture for residential retrofitting on an
urban or national level, in order to assess the degree of fragmentation and its impact on the transition
process towards clean residential energy. This analytical level is important to understand the
effectiveness of the governance structure for retrofitting and the consequences of fragmentation. The
theoretical aim of this thesis is therefore to address this meta-level, and to focus on the actors and
organisations that make up Amsterdam’s retrofitting field to analyse the effects of fragmentation in the
urban governance architecture. In the next section I will elaborate on the concept ‘urban governance
architecture’ and how fragmentation theory can provide new insights in the potential of retrofit
governance to contribute to Amsterdam’s energy transition goals.

2.2. Urban Governance Architecture
To analyse fragmentation in global governance processes, Biermann et al. (2009) make use of the
concept of global governance architecture, which they define as the “overarching system of public
and private institutions that are valid or active in a given issue area of world politics” (Biermann et al.,
2009: 15). It is seen as the meta-level of governance and lies in between the analytical levels regime
(specific institutional element) and order (entire system of international relations) (Biermann et al.,
2009; Zelli, 2011). Mapping and analysing the governance architecture of a certain issue area, such as
9
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retrofitting, goes beyond merely studying the phenomenon or the role of specific institutions. For this
study I apply the notion of governance architecture on an urban scale and I will analyse the urban
governance architecture for residential retrofitting in Amsterdam. The term ‘urban governance
architecture’ is not much used in existing literature. Few examples are from the OECD (2013) in a
report on Chile’s urban governance and development, and Burroni et al. (2012: 197) in their
description of urban governance in the United Kingdom. For example, in the OECD report urban
governance architecture refers only to the various levels of governmental bodies (national, subnational or regional, and urban) and the complexities that arise due to their overlapping duties and
jurisdictions (OECD, 2013).
For this study, the concept urban governance architecture refers to the urban governance structure for a
specific domain, in this case of residential retrofitting. It includes all (groups of) relevant actors in the
domain, including governmental and non-governmental bodies. Pattberg et al. (2014) provide an
insightful illustration of the concept of global architectures that can be easily translated to the urban
scale, depicted in Figure 5 below. The conceptual illustration shows how a global governance
architecture consists of several institutions that to some degree overlap, here represented with the three
circles. The black dots are the actors, which are part of one or more institutions and connect to other
actors within the architecture. Finally, the cloud which contains a few actors across institutions
represents a specific discourse, based on e.g. similar preferences or problem framing by the actors
(Pattberg et al., 2014).

Figure 2. Governance architecture, from Pattberg et al. (2014: 10)
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Mapping the governance architecture for Amsterdam’s retrofit domain is an important element of the
conceptual frame for this study. It is used to answer the first sub-research question: Who are governing
residential retrofitting in Amsterdam? Based on the map of the urban governance architecture I will
turn to the next key concept: fragmentation. In the following section I will discuss fragmentation
theory and which types and levels of fragmentation can be distinguished, according to the theory.

2.3. Fragmentation
2.3.1. Fragmentation versus integration
Central to this study is the analysis of the degree and effects of fragmentation on energy targets at the
urban level. The term ‘fragmentation’ cannot be seen as entirely objective and value-free, certainly not
in the domain of policy-making and politics (Stone, 2002). It is important to clarify what exactly is
meant when a situation is described as ‘fragmented’. The Oxford dictionary definition of
fragmentation is “the process or state of breaking or being broken into fragments”, which assumes that
something was integrated or a whole before. However, this is not always the case for situations
described as fragmented. There are many governance domains which can be described as fragmented,
especially in international governance, where there has never been a fully integrated regime (Zürn &
Faude, 2013). This is important to take into account in the discussion below about fragmentation
theory and its fields of study. Residential energy retrofitting is a relatively new field of policy-making
and governance and overlaps with numerous existing institutions such as households, housing
corporations, governmental departments for housing, sustainability and energy, energy provision
systems, and providers of renewable energy, to mention a few. In the context of this study I perceive
fragmentation as the opposite of integrated, but not necessarily meaning disintegration or the decay of
integration.

2.3.2. Fragmentation theory
In this sub-section I will elaborate on fragmentation theory and how it is generally used to study the
governance architecture of an issue area. Based on the theoretical background of fragmentation the
next sub-sections will then specify which types and levels of fragmentation can be identified in
governance architectures.
Many global governance scholars used fragmentation theory to study governance patterns (e.g.
Biermann et al. (2009); Falaleeva et al. (2011); Pattberg et al. (2014); van Asselt and Zelli (2014);
Zelli (2011)). Existing literature on fragmentation theory focuses mainly on governance fragmentation
on a global scale, with governance structures that can include uni-, bi-, and multilateral agreements
and organisations (Biermann et al., 2009; van Asselt & Zelli, 2014; Zelli, 2011). Governance
11
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architectures can be fragmented along a continuum that ranges from a theoretically “universal”
architecture, to one that is very strongly fragmented, lacking coherence between different institutions.
In reality, according to Biermann et al. (2009) all international policy domains are to some extent
fragmented, consisting of many international institutions with varying characteristics. Therefore the
authors use the term fragmented global governance architecture to describe a global issue area that is
embedded in many institutions, such as the issue of climate change. They give three key points
regarding the definition of fragmentation (Biermann et al., 2009):
 Fragmentation is used as a relative concept, to some extent all governance architectures are
fragmented but the degree of fragmentation is of interest;
 The notions of architecture and fragmentation are seen as value-free, so there is no assumed
desire for more or less fragmentation;
 The scale of a problem determines the degree of fragmentation in the governance architecture;
global problems will generally see a more fragmented policy-domain.
This third point is important to note in the context of my case study and specifically the application of
fragmentation theory. I investigate residential retrofitting on an urban level, however the underlying
problem is not limited to an urban scale. Dependence on non-renewable, polluting energy sources is a
problem on a local, national and global scale and on each level actors and institutions are addressing
this problem. Based on this point, the assumption is that addressing the problem on an urban scale
would imply less fragmentation than on a national or international scale.

2.4. Regime complexes
In the middle of the continuum of fragmented governance architectures there exists a “wide range that
includes nested (semi-hierarchical) regimes with identifiable cores and non-hierarchical but loosely
coupled systems of institutions” (Keohane & Victor, 2011: 4) which Keohane and Victor (2011) call a
regime complex. In the context of international governance, different regimes emerge as for instance
countries seek to collaborate and form “clubs” based on characteristics such as power and interests,
while excluding other countries to gain from the benefits the club provides. A regime complex enables
multiple clubs or regimes to coexist, instead of urging for more coherence and unity among them
(Keohane & Victor, 2011). Different regimes overlap and bring diverging rules and norms into the
governance architecture (Raustiala & Victor, 2004). The formation of a regime complex does not start
with a clean slate. Instead there are usually already some rules in place, based on existing ideas and
interests. Another characteristic of regime complexes is that often actors initially adopt only broad
rules. The specifics arise during the implementation of the agreed rules by the actors, because it is
usually very complicated to specify on forehand (Raustiala & Victor, 2004).
12
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Keohane and Victor (2011) provide several reasons why a regime complex can be the preferable type
of governance architecture. First, the universal, non-fragmented architecture is very difficult or even
impossible to realise, especially when the problem is complex and involves many interests and actors.
Second, frontrunners in the issue area will call for more linkages and unity, while other (economic)
actors will prefer to maintain beneficial fragmented arrangements. This results in the ‘half-way’
regime complex, where different institutions exist with linkages between them. Third, due to different
levels of commitment to prior arrangements, it can be easier to create multiple parallel agreements
than to try and renegotiate the existing one.
For example, the governance architecture for global climate change can be described as a regime
complex (Keohane & Victor, 2011). There is not one overarching, integrated institution that includes
all relevant actors, but rather several coexisting institutions that partly overlap. Actors can be part of
multiple institutions, such as the UNFCCC, Kyoto Protocol, and multi- or bilateral climate agreements.
Different actors, such as countries, have different capacities and needs and therefore join the
institution(s) that are most beneficial for them. The agreements resulting from negotiations in one
institution, e.g. the UNFCCC, leave actors free to create additional agreements in other institutions.
One country or region can decide to set even higher mitigation standards, instead of renegotiating with
all parties for a tighter agreement.
Two additional benefits of regime complexes versus universal, integrated architectures are the higher
flexibility and adaptability (Keohane & Victor, 2011). Agreements in a regime complex allow more
flexibility than when formulated by one common institution. Due to the multitude of institutions,
arrangements can better suit the context and needs of actors. Also, existence of multiple loosely
coupled institutions makes regime complexes more able to adapt to changing circumstances than one
overarching institution that has to facilitate all relevant actors. These advantages of a regime complex
could also occur on an urban governance level. The key characteristics of a regime complex –
diverging rules and norms, and a horizontal, overlapping structure (Raustiala & Victor, 2004: 305) –
are not exclusive for international governance but can manifest on various governance levels. I will
reflect on whether my case study has characteristics of a regime complex in the concluding chapter.

2.5. Indicators and levels of fragmentation
In this section I will introduce and explain the concepts of organisational and substantive
fragmentation, which I created in order to analyse fragmentation in the urban governance architecture
for retrofitting. The concepts are based on an existing conceptual and methodological framework,
developed by Pattberg et al. (2014). This existing framework is based on four indicative concepts that
together reflect whether a governance architecture is more or less fragmented. The four indicators are
13
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institutional constellations, norm constellations, actor constellations, and discourse constellations
(Pattberg et al., 2014: 15). For each indicator a higher or lower level of fragmentation can be observed,
which makes the governance architecture more comprehensible. The combined analysis of these four
elements provides a holistic overview of the situation in a governance architecture (Pattberg et al.,
2014).
However, the analytical framework as developed by Pattberg et al. (2014) is not intended as a
methodology for small studies as described in this thesis. Rather, the framework provides a guidance
for longer-term, large-scale research on (global) governance architectures and fragmentation.
Applying the framework with all four indicators and their associated methodologies (e.g. discourse
analysis, social network analysis) is not possible within the scope of this thesis. For this study I
therefore subtracted the most relevant elements for my specific case study and created the categories
organisational and substantive fragmentation, explained in subsection 2.5.2. Below I will first shortly
describe the four indicators - institutional constellations, norm constellations, actor constellations, and
discourse constellations - of the framework by Pattberg et al. (2014), and then elaborate on how I used
these indicators to create the concepts of organisational and substantive fragmentation.

2.5.1. Indicators for fragmentation in global governance
In this subsection I will briefly discuss the four indicators that together form the analytical frame for
fragmentation developed by Pattberg et al. (2014). This is important to mention, because these four
indicators were used to develop the concepts of organisational and substantive fragmentation. The
authors of the existing framework propose that by mapping the constellations of institutions, actors,
norms and discourses, it is possible to indicate the fragmentation of a (global) governance architecture
(Pattberg et al., 2014).
First of all, there can be fragmentation between institutions. In his analysis of linkages between
institutional arrangements, Young (1996: 2) describes four categories: embedded institutions, nested
institutions, clustered institutions, and overlapping institutions. Table 2 below from Pattberg et al.
(2014: 18) shows the relative level of fragmentation of each category of institutional arrangements.
Criteria used to indicate institutional fragmentation include agenda setting, and formulating goals,
standards, implementation mechanisms, or monitoring systems.
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Table 2. Fragmentation level of four types of institutional arrangements (Pattberg et al., 2014: 18)

While several scholars state to approach fragmentation as a neutral or value-free concept, the
classification in Table 2 suggests at least some disadvantage for the highest level of fragmentation.
The category ‘overlap/gaps’ sounds less favourable than the categories embedded, nested or clustered
because the words ‘overlap’ and ‘gap’ generally have a negative connotation. Although fragmentation
may be regarded as a value-free characteristic of governance architectures, the categorisation and
naming of different fragmentation levels according to the scheme above seems to favour low and
medium fragmentation levels. The same holds for conflictive fragmentation, which has a more
negative connotation than synergistic or cooperative fragmentation and therefore implicitly seems less
favourable.
The next indicator for fragmentation in governance architectures is based on actor constellations and
indicates fragmentation in actor networks. A social network analysis (SNA) is a method to indicate
actor fragmentation. Elements of the indicator actor fragmentation include: the number of actors in a
network; number and type of relations between actors; and existence of a central actor in the network
(Pattberg et al., 2014).
The third indicator for fragmentation in governance architectures is the constellation of norms
(Pattberg et al., 2014). Norms with regard to an issue area, such as residential retrofit, may diverge
between different actors and institutions. For example, what is the norm for an energy neutral home?
Norms are described by Pattberg et al. (2014) as “shared conceptions of appropriate behaviour or
action that in the context of global governance define, regulate, and legitimate state (and other key
actors’) identities, interests and behaviour”, a definition based on the work of Bernstein (2002). A
norm differs from principles or criteria. Different actors can have their own sets of principles and
criteria, but these only become a norm when they are shared among a community of actors (Pattberg et
al., 2014).
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The final indicator used by Pattberg et al. (2014) to measure fragmentation is based on discourse
constellations. The authors mainly use Maarten Hajer’s (1997) description and concepts of discourse,
who defines discourse as “a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categorizations that are
produced, and transformed in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is given to
physical and social realities” (Hajer, 1997: 45). Different (groups of) actors can use different problem
framings for a certain issue. The specific method Pattberg et al. (2014) apply to measure discursive
fragmentation is Argumentative Discourse Analysis. Central in this approach are the narratives or
storylines that belong to a certain discourse. A narrative can be defined as a story that represents the
interpretation of a phenomenon, such as energy transition, or retrofitting (Hajer, 1997; Molle, 2008).

2.5.2. Organisational and substantive fragmentation
Intro: Applying the four indicators and associated methodology from the analytical framework by
Pattberg et al. (2014), described above, would be beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, I propose the
concepts of organisational and substantive fragmentation to analyse fragmentation in the urban
governance architecture for retrofitting. Organisational fragmentation is characterised by the
(in)formal collaboration efforts, attempts of institutions to jointly determine goals and strategies. I
investigate whether there is one (integrated) network governing residential retrofitting, or if multiple
institutions engage with retrofitting separately. Substantive fragmentation is when fragmentation
occurs between actors and organisations on the level of contents. To assess substantive fragmentation I
investigate if institutions involved in retrofitting have similar goals, norms, and perceptions of the
problem and solutions. Table 3 below summarises the elements that make up organisational and
substantive fragmentation.
Table 3. Indicators for organisational and substantive fragmentation

Organisational fragmentation

Substantive fragmentation



Collaborations between actors & institutions



Goals of actors/institutions, similar or different



Goal formulation regarding retrofitting in



Perception on appropriate solutions for

Amsterdam (joint or separately)


residential retrofitting


Determining agenda/strategy (joint or
separately)



Perception on problems/constraints to
retrofitting



Effects of regulation and policy on collaboration

Norms for residential retrofitting

Using these two types of fragmentation enables me to distinguish between limited collaboration efforts,
and divergence based on contents. This distinction is important, because it can help to better explain
why fragmentation occurs in the governance architecture for residential retrofitting in Amsterdam.
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Organisational fragmentation is loosely based on how fragmentation can occur in institutional
constellations and actor constellations (Pattberg et al., 2014). Joint goal formulation and agenda setting
are indicators for the degree of institutional fragmentation. Collaboration patterns between actors and
institutions is based on the description of actor fragmentation.
The characteristics of substantive fragmentation are based on fragmentation in actors’ norms and
discourses (Pattberg et al., 2014). By looking at substantive fragmentation, divergence in perceptions
or norms are included as possible explanations for fragmentation. With this second type of
fragmentation I focus fragmentation based on contents, related to residential retrofitting. Retrofitting
may for example be viewed as a technical challenge, social challenge, or financial challenge.
Furthermore, actors and institutions can tell different stories about possible solutions and future
scenarios for retrofitting. Also, different institutions or organisations concerned with residential
retrofitting in Amsterdam may apply different norms in their retrofit approach. Substantive
fragmentation occurs when perceptions and norms are very different or even conflicting.

2.6. Consequences of fragmentation
Organisational fragmentation and substantive fragmentation, based on the four indicators described in
the previous section, are meant to indicate the relative level of fragmentation in an urban governance
architecture. However, beside assessing the level it is important to discuss the effects fragmentation
may have on the governance process. As stated earlier, fragmentation can have both positive and
negative consequences. Biermann et al. (2009) identify four aspects to consider when assessing the
consequences of fragmentation in governance architectures, quoted below:
1. The relative speed of reaching agreements;
2. The level of regulatory ambition that can be realized;
3. The level of potential participation of actors and sectors;
4. The equity concerns involved
(Biermann et al., 2009: 24)
Below I first elaborate on each of these four aspects and how fragmentation can have an impact. Then
I will conclude this chapter by explaining why it is important to analyse the consequences of
fragmentation in the domain of residential retrofitting in Amsterdam.
With regard to the speed of reaching agreements, fragmentation theory argues that agreements among
a smaller number of actors can be achieved faster than with all existing actors. In case of a fragmented
architecture, actors are more divided among groups that they choose to participate in. Therefore, the
groups are likely to consist of like-minded actors and therefore an agreement can be reached relatively
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fast. However, the resulting solutions are only for a (small) group with similar interests and may not
improve the overall performance of the governance field. Instead, it may increase fragmentation and
reduce the incentive for common norms, goals and collaboration (Biermann et al., 2009; Keohane &
Victor, 2011).
Regarding ambition levels, it is suggested that agreements among fewer participants can be more
ambitious or progressive. These “narrow-but-deep” agreements can be distinguished from “broad-butshallow” agreements, such as the Paris Agreement of the UNFCCC, where consensus with all
participants has to be achieved, which are likely to lead to lower ambitions (Biermann et al., 2009: 26).
Additionally, fragmented governance is found to increase innovation, and allows space for different
solutions to the problem. But Biermann et al. (2009) raise the counterargument that quickly agreed
solutions among fewer participants may lower long-term ambitions and reduce the incentive for
package deals. The impact of a multitude of “narrow-but-deep” agreements from like-minded parties
is not necessarily the same as a “broad-but-shallow” package deal applying to all, especially when the
smaller agreements are based on conflicting norms or interests (Biermann et al., 2009).
Next, fragmentation can affect the degree of participation. Biermann et al. (2009) acknowledge that a
fragmented governance structure allows for multiple institutions with different approaches, which
allows a wider range of relevant actors to take part in one of the institutions. In a governance
architecture with multiple institutions involved, actors and organisations are more likely to become
part of an institution that suits their needs and interest (Biermann et al., 2009). It can make the
governance domain more open for various actors to participate. For example, in the case of urban
sustainability there are many different institutions with each their own approach, focussing e.g. on
mobility, energy saving, food waste or more urban green. Relevant actors who want or need to
contribute to urban sustainability have therefore many options to participate in an institution that fits
best with the interests of the actor.
Finally, more fragmented governance architectures can lead to more equitable agreements and
solutions, by adapting to a specific situation or area on which an institution focuses. Equitable
agreements or solutions are those that are relatively fair to all parties. On the other hand, a fragmented
governance architecture can be a limitation for equity, because some institutions are much stronger
than others, depending on the actors supporting the institution. In a fragmented architecture, powerful
actors or organisations are likely to choose an institution that suits their needs and interests. For
smaller, less powerful organisations the unity of inclusive institutions is important to negotiate about
agreements (Biermann et al., 2009).
Speed of reaching agreements, ambition level, participation, and equity are important elements in the
urban governance architecture in Amsterdam. Speedy establishing of agreements and goals regarding
residential energy reduction are important if the Netherlands wants to limit the detrimental effects of
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fossil energy emissions. However, the speed of reaching agreements should not undermine their level
of ambition. To agree to more ambitious goals, more time may be needed for negotiations between for
example housing corporations, municipality, and citizen initiatives. A possible explanation for the
multitude of actors in the retrofit governance architecture in Amsterdam may be the limited ambition
and low speed of reaching agreements between some large institutions. New institutions such as
citizen initiatives can arise to set their own ambitious goal more rapidly, among a small number of
participations. However, the large institutions are likely to be needed as well to realise true progress
with residential retrofitting.
In this study I will investigate what the consequences for these four aspects are in Amsterdam, and if
fragmentation has a positive or negative effect. Although in literature the consequences of fragmented
architectures are generally analysed in global governance domains, I will investigate if these four
aspects can help to understand the consequences of fragmentation on a city level.

2.7. In sum
In this chapter I introduced the conceptual framework that I used for this study. It consists of many
elements and concepts, so to clarify Table 4 below summarises the key concepts and their use for my
analysis.
Table 4. Summary of the key concepts of conceptual framework

Concept

Application

1)

Urban governance architecture

To identify and map the actors, actor groups and relations
between actors and institutions.

2)

Fragmentation

To assess the fragmentation in the retrofit governance field,
on a continuum from full integration to full fragmentation,
with in the middle the form ‘regime complex’.

3)

Organisational and
substantive fragmentation

To identify underlying causes for fragmentation between
actor groups, and to distinguish between fragmentation due
to organisational aspects, or due to differences in goals,
perceptions and norms.

4)

Consequences of fragmentation

To assess the effects of fragmentation on retrofitting , by
looking at the speed, ambition, participation and equity of
initiating and implementing retrofit projects.
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Chapter 3
Research Design & Methodology
3.1. Research approach
The research method I used for my thesis research is a case study. A case study is most appropriate for
the research question addressed, because it aims to explain a “contemporary phenomenon in depth and
within its real-life context” (Yin, 2009: 18). In this case my explanation addresses the phenomenon of
fragmentation in residential retrofit governance in Amsterdam. The research question is phrased as a
‘how-question’, which makes it suitable to answer through case study research (Yin, 2009). In Section
3.2 I will explain the data collection methods applied, but below I first discuss the type of scientific
reasoning I used for this study.

3.1.1. Abductive research approach
In order to answer the research question I followed an abductive research process which draws on
fragmentation theory to explain the specific case of retrofitting in Amsterdam. A schematic overview
of the abductive research process is presented by Kovács and Spens (2005), see Figure 3 below. First,
abductive research generally starts with an observation that is new or surprising to the researcher
(Kovács & Spens, 2005). In this case it was the observation that despite a specific, targeted municipal
sustainability agenda, Amsterdam’s retrofitting field seemed a patchwork of numerous, small
initiatives, initiated by citizen, private, and public organisations, instead of being strongly guided by
one central institution, such as the municipality.

Figure 3. Schematic process of abductive research, from Kovács and Spens (2005: 139)
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Second, this observation led to an interactive process typical for abductive research, whereby data
gathering, data analysis and theory formulation and application were conducted (Mason, 2002). Third,
the aim of abductive research is “to understand the new phenomenon and to suggest new theory in the
form of new hypotheses or propositions” (Kovács & Spens, 2005: 139). Because this study is
explanatory and not testing theory, the final results presented in the concluding chapter will be
hypotheses and propositions rather than certainties, allowing for creative and interpretative solutions
(Kovács & Spens, 2005; Mason, 2002).

3.2. Data collection methods
For this study I used multiple data collection methods. I conducted interviews and did participant
observations at various events. Besides, I used information from policy documents and I studied
literature for the theoretical framework. In the next subsections I will describe each method in more
detail.

3.2.1. Interviews
I have conducted 19 interviews with different actors who are all in some way working on residential
retrofitting in Amsterdam. The interviews took place in January and February 2016. All interviewees
agreed with recording the interview and the recordings were transcribed in Dutch. Each respondent got
the opportunity to read the transcript and comment on it. On average, the duration of an interview was
approximately one hour. The interviews were qualitative, semi-structured and I used a topic list with
questions, which can be found in Annex 1. This interview approach was appropriate because it
allowed respondents to tell their story and highlight important issues, while covering the major topics
of the topic list (Mason, 2002). The interview respondents were found and selected through desk
research and ‘snowball’ sampling, whereby respondents referred me to other contacts and interviewees.
In an early stage of the research project I participated in several events related to residential retrofitting
(see subsection 2.2.2 below) through which the first contacts were established. The final section of this
chapter provides a description of the interview respondents and the organisation they represent.
This study started with the assumption that the municipality of Amsterdam is an important, but not the
only actor who is governing retrofitting of the city’s housing stock. In the first, explorative phase of
the research I identified several actors and organisations which contribute to the sustainability of
Amsterdam’s housing sector. Naturally, the housing corporations seemed an important group.
Together the corporations own approximately 190.000 houses in Amsterdam, 45% of the city’s entire
housing stock according to the Amsterdam Federation of Housing Corporations or AFWC (J. van der
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Veer, personal communication, February 10, 2016). Furthermore, I discovered many organisations and
initiatives which were started by citizens. With these three categories in mind I started to conduct
interviews with actors from these types of organisations. Based on all the data from interviews,
observations and desk research the following categories emerged:


Municipal actors (4 respondents)



Housing corporations (4 respondents)



Citizen initiatives (4 respondents)



(small) Enterprises (4 respondents)



Research/innovation (2 respondent)

Additionally, one interview respondent is included who is considered an expert regarding retrofitting
in Amsterdam, due to his large expertise in the building and housing sector, and sustainable citizen
initiatives.
In the early phase of the research, when I explored the field and made contacts with possible interview
respondents, these categories started to emerge. Based on the categories I started to select respondents,
aiming to include multiple respondents for each category. This allowed me to compare their answers
and not base conclusions about a category on a single actor. Each category consists of many more
actors/organisations than those included in this research, so the actors described in this study are only
a sample of the category they represent.

3.2.2. Participant observation
Between November 2015 and February 2016 I attended various events and meetings that related to
residential retrofitting in Amsterdam. Table 4 below provides an overview of all events I attended.
During the events I spoke with attendants and observed talks, presentations, and conversations
between other attendants. The observations helped to discover and confirm the categories of actors
related to retrofitting in Amsterdam. Also, it allowed me to establish contacts with (potential)
interview respondents and gain additional information about actors and organisations. In addition, the
observations provided data that complemented the data obtained during interviews and allowed for
comparison. I could compare how respondents spoke about the issues with me during interviews, with
their conversations and presentations during events I attended. In all cases I presented myself as
student-researcher and explained briefly the focus of my study.
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Table 5. Events attended for participant observation
Event

Organised by

1

Nationale Duurzame Huizenroute
2015 - Amsterdam

Municipality

2

Energy breakfast (energieontbijt)

3
4
5
6
7
8

Wij Krijgen Kippen (Citizen
initiative)
Zero-energy tour Amsterdam (Nul-op- NEWNRG (enterprise) and
de-Meter tour)
KvK
Wij Krijgen Kippen (Citizen
Energy breakfast (energieontbijt)
initiative)
Bewonersenergiedag Amsterdam
Amsterdam Steunpunt
(residential energy event)
Wonen (municipality)
Wij Krijgen Kippen (Citizen
Energy breakfast (energieontbijt)
initiative)
Aleida Verheus, sustainable
Energy consultancy session VvE
energy consultant
Wij Krijgen Kippen (Citizen
Energy breakfast (energieontbijt)
initiative), VU

Description
7-11-2015: Visit to three sustainable houses in
Amsterdam open to the public
12-11-2015: Informal breakfast meeting to share
ideas about sustainable (energy) initiatives
12-11-2015: Visiting 5 energy-neutral buildings and
houses
26-11-2015: Informal breakfast meeting and expert
session concerning sustainable energy
27-11-2015: Event consisting of excursions,
presentations, workshops on residential energy
14-01-2016: Informal breakfast meeting to share
ideas about sustainable (energy) initiatives
26-1-2016: On request, residents of an appartment
building receive an energy advise
04-02-2016: Informal breakfast meeting and expert
session concerning sustainable energy

3.2.3. Policy documents and literature study
In addition to the interviews and observations I analysed several policy documents such as the
Amsterdam’s sustainability agenda, plans for (retrofit) activities, and their long-term sustainability
vision. Other actors supplied similar information about their vision and strategy on their webpage.
Information from policy documents was complementing the information gained during interviews and
observations.
To compare the findings from interviews and observations with theoretical perspectives, I also studied
existing literature and prior research on the topic of urban retrofitting. Two bodies of literature were
used for the theoretical framing of this thesis:


Literature on urban retrofitting



Literature on governance fragmentation

The findings from literature analysis were mainly used for the formulation of the research focus and
questions. In a later stage, documents were used for comparison with the empirical findings. An
overview of all the literature sources can be found in the bibliography.

3.3. Scope and limitations
The proposed research has been carried out in approximately seven months that covered the proposal
writing, data collection, data analysis, and reporting. Due to the detailed analysis of retrofitting
initiatives and their contributions I only focused on the city of Amsterdam. Although many more
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energy-related initiatives can be found in Amsterdam, I only included those that focus on residential
buildings. Offices and other types of buildings are excluded due to time and resource limitations.
Residential buildings are chosen because they cover a large share of the built environment.
A limitation of the way I framed the problem and research questions arises from the term energy
transition and the timescale of the energy transition as formulated by the municipality of Amsterdam.
The contribution of retrofitting to the energy transition is hard to measure or identify exactly, and the
envisioned transition as well as the retrofitting projects will take much longer than this research. Partly,
the answers to the research questions will therefore depend on expectations and assumptions for the
future, beside practical experiences in the past and present. Furthermore, fragmentation is a relative
concept in this study, which can only be indicated according to certain criteria. This is a limitation and
causes that the degree of fragmentation observed depends on the indicators chosen.

3.4. Interview respondents: actors and organisations
In this sub-section I will describe the four categories and their subsequent interview respondents that
were included in this study. The aim is to provide an overview and background about the case study.

3.4.1. Municipal actors
I interviewed four respondents in the category ‘municipality’. Two respondents are civil servants
working at the department of sustainability. The sustainability department has established the
sustainability agenda of Amsterdam with ambitious residential sustainability goals, as described in the
introduction (page 3). The sustainability department aims to promote and increase the sustainability of
all companies and services in the city take sustainability principles into account, also for the housing
sector. The department of housing is the main responsible for the housing sector, but sustainability is
only one of their criteria for good housing. The sustainability department supports the housing
department to pay attention to residential sustainability by managing for example subsidies and
policies (S. Jacobs, personal communication, January 12, 2016).
In 2015 the municipality of Amsterdam implemented a large reorganisation which focused on
centralisation to equalise policy and governance between the city districts. The role of the city districts
has changed from being sub-municipalities, to executing bodies of the central municipality. Civil
servants from a specific domain, for example sustainability, are now working together centrally
instead of each for their city district. Joining the expertise in a domain increases the knowledge and
expertise available for all, but as a consequence the connection of these civil servants with the city
districts may decrease (S. Jacobs, personal communication, January 12, 2016).
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Beside the municipal housing and sustainability departments, the Amsterdams Steunpunt Wonen
(ASW) is an important municipal organisation. I interviewed two employees from the ASW, one
energy advisor and one project manager. The ASW is part of a support organisation for tenants in
Amsterdam and they have specialists who provide information and assistance in energy-related issues.
The ASW is an independent organisation to support tenants and citizens, but it is funded by the
municipality, therefore in this thesis I describe it as a municipal organisation.
The ASW is involved in retrofitting in various ways. First, they assist tenants who want to implement
energy-saving measures and help them to understand the relevant policies and legislations. In certain
occasions the landlord can be obliged to cooperate to implement an energy-saving measure, or even be
held responsible for the execution. For example, to install double glass windows or a safer and more
sustainable boiler (B. van Garderen, personal communication, January 7, 2016). Second, the ASW
raises awareness about energy saving and tenants’ rights on assistance from the landlord. Third, the
energy advisors of the ASW help to mediate between housing corporations or private house owners,
and tenants. When housing corporations have renovation plans, the ASW sometimes helps to motivate
tenants and explain the benefits. Vice versa, when tenants have a renovation request the ASW can help
to promote and emphasise the benefits for sustainability and energy-efficiency. Finally, in a few
occasions the ASW also takes initiative together with motivated tenants to propose a retrofit plan, for
example for an apartment block or street (B. van Garderen; V. Feith, personal communication, January
2016).

3.4.2. Housing corporations
For this study I spoke with sustainability coordinators of three different housing corporations, and the
Amsterdam Federation of Housing Corporations (AFWC). The housing corporations in Amsterdam
are an important category among the retrofit-related actors. Together the nine corporations own almost
half (45%) of the city’s housing stock. According to the municipality’s sustainability agenda, the
houses owned by corporations have to reach on average energy label B. However, at the same time
subsidies for the housing corporations have been abolished, so the corporations have smaller budgets
for renovation and investments. The municipality and corporations have discussed the potential of the
corporations to contribute to residential sustainability. The corporations think it is feasible to make
25.000 energy label steps2 in total in Amsterdam (J. van der Veer, personal communication, February

2

One energy label step means moving one step on the G-F-E-D-C-B-A-A+ ladder, e.g. from G to F or from B to A.
Improving from D to A means three label steps. To reach 25.000 label step, each house can increase one
category, or less houses can improve multiple steps.
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10, 2016). It is not clear if, and when, with these steps an average label B will be reached. On a
national level the Dutch association of housing corporations, Aedes, signed a covenant in 2012 to
reach an average label B in 2021. Ymere, one of the nine corporations in Amsterdam, states in their
strategy to have half their property at least at label B in 2020 (P. van Meekeren, personal
communication, February 10, 2016).

3.4.3. Citizen initiatives
The category citizen initiatives contains very diverse actors and organisations who are active in retrofit
projects in Amsterdam. I distinguish between citizen initiatives and (small) enterprises, which often
started as a citizen initiative. Citizen initiatives vary in scope, approach, focus, and achievements.
There are many more energy-related citizen initiatives in Amsterdam than I could analyse in depth for
this research. The map in Figure 5 below shows more than 30 initiatives that were identified by the
municipality in 2012. For this study I took a closer look at five citizen initiatives across the city, which
are described in the following paragraphs:
Wij Krijgen Kippen
The unusual name of this initiative means ‘we are getting chickens’, and the organisation describes
itself as “an informal cooperation, a swarm of inhabitants, entrepreneurs, and people from
governmental and educational background in Amsterdam South and beyond” (Wij Krijgen Kippen,
2016). Wij Krijgen Kippen (WKK) is not an official organisation but more a brand, and it has a core
team consisting of two municipal civil servants and three people from NEWNRG3. WKK has the
ambitious goal to have only renewable energy for the entire Amsterdam metropole. The organisation
functions as a platform to facilitate network creation, to share experiences, ideas and knowledge. They
aim to connect formal and informal networks, and promote linkages between the business world,
bottom-up initiatives, governmental bodies, and academia/research to make a bigger impact
(participant observation, November 2015). To facilitate networking and sharing, every two weeks the
core team of WKK organises an ‘energy breakfast’, often followed by an expert session about a
specific topic. The breakfasts and expert sessions are open to everyone with an interest in the energy
transition. WKK has connections with over 30 energy initiatives in Amsterdam and beyond, so there is
a lot of knowledge and experience in the network.

3

NEWNRG is a small enterprise which will be introduced in Section 2.4.4
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Figure 4. Map of local energy initiatives in Amsterdam and surroundings in 2012

Het Poortgebouw
Het Poortgebouw is a monumental building in the west of Amsterdam, nowadays consisting of 33
apartments. The inhabitants are associated in a VvE (see the explanation in Box 1 below). In 2011 the
VvE started to investigate which measures could be taken to lower the energy use of the building. Due
to its monumental status, changes on the outside of the building were not allowed. A small group of
inhabitants explored the feasible options and created a list with potential measures, ranging from
incremental to more extensive options such as solar panels (B. Duvekot, personal communication,
January 12, 2016). There was much support for the measures among the inhabitants and many options
were realised: special strips to stop the cold coming through cracks in window frames, new boilers,
mechanical ventilation, insulation foil behind radiators. All measures were implemented collectively,
which lowered the costs. Finally, 72 solar panels were installed on the roof.
Het Poortgebouw is an example in which inhabitants took the initiative to retrofit their building as
much as possible. The inhabitants made use of a subsidy and a specialised solar energy company.
Furthermore, some of the inhabitants had already knowledge about energy saving, due to their
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professional background. For all inhabitants it was also financially possible to invest in the insulation
measures and solar panels.

Figure 5. Building 'Het Poortgebouw', Amsterdam. Source: Google Maps, May 2016

Box 1. VvE’s in Amsterdam
When house owners share a part of the property or facilities, such as a roof or staircase in case of most
apartments, the owners are often part of the VvE of the building. VvE means Vereniging voor
Eigenaren, or Association of Owners. The home owners pay a fee to the VvE to maintain the common
facilities and property. Amsterdam has a large number of VvE’s, approximately 15.000, only the
Hague has more (Nederland VvE, 2016). The number of members of a VvE can vary enormously, the
largest VvE of the Netherlands is in Amsterdam and consists of 431 apartments. Small VvE’s can
consist of only three apartments (Nederland VvE, 2016). VvE’s can be managed by their members or
by special VvE administrator offices, which is usually the case for large VvE’s.
Mixed VvE’s
Sometimes a building or apartment block consists of a mixture of some houses owned by inhabitants
and some by a housing corporation. In this case the housing corporation is a member of the VvE, as
owner of the rental houses. Mixed VvE’s result from sales of corporation houses, whereby some
houses or a block become privately owned while others remain rental houses owned by the
corporation. VvE’s require 70% accordance from members for a (maintenance/ renovation) plan to be
executed. In case of a mixed VvE the corporation can represent a large share (all the tenants in the
building) and can therefore have a strong vote.
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Wetering Duurzaam
The project Wetering Duurzaam is another example of a citizen-led retrofit initiative. The project was
initiated by inhabitants of the neighbourhood Wetering in Amsterdam and facilitated by a national
subsidy program for energy-neutral building projects. The national program ‘Lokaal Alle Lichten op
Groen’ (locally all lights green) provided subsidies for retrofit projects across the Netherlands aiming
to make existing houses energy neutral. The program was co-funded by the building sector, in order to
gain experience with energy neutral building techniques in diverse residential retrofit projects. A
group of active inhabitants of the Wetering neighbourhood made a project plan and applied for
subsidy through this program. Twenty households from the neighbourhood wanted to participate in the
project. The Wetering neighbourhood is located along one of Amsterdam’s famous canals and the
houses are mainly historical and protected as cultural heritage. Most alterations on the outside are
therefore forbidden, and retrofitting the houses is also technically difficult and expensive (M. Romme,
personal communication, February 4, 2016).
The subsidised program to realise energy neutral retrofit was for these houses no success. Energy
neutral proved too ambitious and expensive, and the inhabitants experienced difficulties with finding
reliable, capable technical companies for the project. The inhabitants took the initiative to start a
retrofit project, but the high requirements from the funding program were constraining. Without the
energy-neutral ambition, retrofit measures became more affordable, but still only one household
continued. This household now functions as an show-model for the neighbourhood (M. Romme,
personal communication, February 4, 2016).
Zuiderlicht
Among the sustainable residential citizen initiatives in Amsterdam are multiple energy cooperatives,
one of them is ‘Zuiderlicht’. Energy cooperative Zuiderlicht started in Amsterdam South and was
formally established in 2013. Members of the cooperative can become shareholders by providing a
ten-year loan to Zuiderlicht. The money is invested in solar panel projects on suitable roofs, and the
shareholders receive a yearly interest based on the rate of return of the projects. Two people are
employed by Zuiderlicht, who are responsible for organising the projects in which the cooperative
invests. The cooperative offers citizens the opportunity to be shareholders in clean energy projects, for
example solar panels, without having to realise any changes in their own house. The energy
cooperation is therefore more an indirect retrofit initiative, because although households invest in
renewable energy, this is not necessarily related to their own building. Nevertheless, energy
cooperations can be seen as contributors to retrofitting, because they establish a network of renewable
energy among residents in a neighbourhood.
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Citizen initiatives Amsterdam North
Since 2006 there is an active group of active citizens in Amsterdam North, working on initiatives
regarding retrofit and sustainable energy. There are two energy cooperatives and a foundation in
Amsterdam North. Residents collectively own solar panels on public buildings in the neighbourhood,
such as a gym and a primary school. Beside the solar cooperative, there is a wind-energy cooperative
called ‘Onze Energy Amsterdam Noord’. This cooperative aims to install wind mills to supply 20% of
the energy used in Amsterdam North. The active citizens are united in the foundation ‘Mijn CO2 Spoor’
(My CO2 Track), which promotes energy reduction and insulation among local households (K. Meekel,
personal communication, January 11, 2016). The foundation cooperates with the municipality and a
provincial environmental NGO. The activities of Mijn CO2 Spoor include local information evenings
about energy saving measures, supplying boxes with energy saving tools, and workshops with heat
photos and information about insulation. The latter two are in cooperation with the municipality
(Groen Dichterbij, 2016). Connecting people and sharing experiences are important features of the
foundation. The promotion of insulation measures focuses on a local neighbourhood level, while the
(wind) energy cooperative has a more regional focus (K. Meekel, personal communication, January 11,
2016).
Individual initiatives
Beside citizens who organise themselves in groups, there are house owners in Amsterdam who
individually took the initiative to retrofit their house. Some of these house owners cooperate to open
their house for prospective retrofitters, to share their experience and show the result. During the
Nationale Duurzame Huizen Route (annual open day for sustainable houses) many retrofitted houses
in Amsterdam open their doors. Amsterdam is one of the 48 municipalities participating in the
Duurzame Huizen Route and facilitates in this way a platform for sharing experiences and knowledge
about residential retrofitting.

3.4.4. (small) Enterprises
The next category in the retrofit domain in Amsterdam are retrofit entrepreneurs, (small) companies or
independent advisors about retrofit measures and techniques. Three examples are included in this
study: NEWNRG, LENS, and Zon op Nederland (ZoN). This category is related to the category
‘citizen initiatives’, described above. The key difference is that the initiatives in this category found a
business model which allowed the initiator to engage professionally with retrofitting.
NEWNRG
NEWNRG is a small enterprise mainly concerned with two jobs regarding sustainable energy
initiatives: inspiring and advising. NEWNRG started as a sole proprietorship, at the time that replacing
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fossil energy with renewable energy was still a novelty. In the first five years, the company worked to
raise awareness and promote thinking about changing towards sustainable energy. It built up a large
network of companies involved in renewable energy measures and became like an entrepreneurial
cooperative. Recently, the role of energy advisor has become more important for NEWNRG. The
company writes energy strategies for buildings and areas. Their large network allows NEWNRG to be
informed about technical and financial possibilities and provide customised energy strategy advises (P.
Westendorp, personal communication, January 21, 2016).
NEWNRG is involved in many events aiming to promote retrofitting and energy neutral building. For
example, NEWNRG initiated Wij Krijgen Kippen and cooperates with the municipality to organise the
breakfast energy network meetings. NEWNRG plays an active role in promoting the energy transition
in Amsterdam and beyond. One way in which NEWNRG promotes and stimulates energy reduction
and retrofit, is by organising ‘challenges’. For example organisations, businesses, schools, or cities can
challenge each other to lower their (fossil) energy use as much and as soon as possible. NEWNRG can
offer them also strategic advice (P. Westendorp, personal communication, January 21, 2016). The
company is both initiator of projects, and facilitator of other people’s projects by using its network and
expertise. The founder and driving force behind NEWNRG is Pauline Westendorp, who is both
professionally and personally involved in sustainability, retrofitting, and the energy transition.
LENS
The name LENS stands for Local Energy Networks and Services, the company was established in
2012 in order to sell a novel product called ‘Herman de Zonnestroomverdeler’. This product,
developed by the founders of LENS, enables households in apartment blocks to divide solar energy
generated on a shared roof. The innovation is specifically useful for housing corporations or private
landlords, VvEs, and project developers. It offers a solution for multi-storey housing blocks, which
forms the largest category of houses in Amsterdam (LENS, 2016). Besides selling Herman as smart
technical solution for (residential) solar panel systems, LENS offers supporting services such as
energy consultancy, financial and juridical advice.
LENS mainly works with housing corporations and VvEs. Currently LENS has more than 900
applications from VvEs and they collaborate with VvE administrator offices in charge of more than
2500 VvEs (C. Brester, personal communication, January 25, 2016). The goal of LENS is to make
sustainable energy systems available for tenants and owners of multi-storey housing (LENS, 2016). It
offers technology and services to largely increase amount of solar energy for residential buildings.
Through active promotion of their product and services, LENS is an initiator of residential retrofit
projects for VvEs and housing corporations. When residents take the initiative and want to generate
solar energy or reduce their energy consumption, LENS can facilitate and deliver a strategy and
technology.
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Zon op Nederland
Zon op Nederland (ZoN) is a cooperative for local solar energy projects. The cooperative has more
than 30 projects, either under construction or already running, spread around the Netherlands. Their
first project was Zon op Amsterdam Noord. ZoN can assist local citizen initiatives to organise their
solar energy cooperative throughout the entire procedure. They can do the financial administration and
make arrangements about the installation and maintenance (Zon op Nederland, 2016). ZoN aims to
professionalise and optimise the procedure to start an energy cooperative. Beside execution of projects,
ZoN therefore focuses on product development and process improvement (E. de Lange, personal
communication, February 17, 2016). ZoN has a similar goal as LENS; to make solar energy available
for all citizens in the Netherlands, regardless of housing type or income level (Zon op Nederland,
2016).
In addition to the entrepreneurial initiatives I also interviewed an independent energy advisor. She
formerly worked for a housing corporation, and nowadays advises citizens who applied for the free
residential energy advice at the municipality. Furthermore, she cooperates with the ASW to advise
about strategies and collaborate on projects.

3.4.5. Research/innovation
The final category of actors involved in residential retrofitting is research/innovation. This category
includes organisations and initiatives focused on developing and applying technology to generate
knowledge. Two interview respondents belong to this category. One employee of Liander Sustainable
Area Development and one working at on the City-Zen project.
Liander Sustainable Area Development (SAD) is a specific branch of Liander, the operator of
electricity and gas grids in the Netherlands. Liander SAD works on heat networks whereby buildings
can both be contributor and consumer of heat. It promotes technologies that would allow individual
households to exchange their conventional gas-based heat system for a district heat network. Their
solutions are focused on small-scale, renewable energy solutions. By identifying opportunities and
needs in a certain area, Liander SAD can help to develop a local network for heat or energy. However,
in Amsterdam the role of Liander SAD is limited, because of existing contracts for the main heat
network in Amsterdam. One project Liander SAD is realising in Amsterdam is to use the excess heat
from an ice skating rink for surrounding houses.
Amsterdam Smart City is a public-private partnership around all kinds of sustainability initiatives,
projects and products. City-Zen is one specific project focused on residential retrofitting in two
demonstration cities, Amsterdam and Grenoble. The objective of the demonstration project is to
retrofit 700-900 residences in Amsterdam (City-Zen, 2016). City-Zen is funded by the European
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Union and aims to learn about the opportunities and challenges that arise when available technologies
are applied in various contexts (A. van der Stoep, personal communication, February 2, 2016).
For retrofit initiatives in the City-Zen project, the European Commission provides a subsidy per square
meter for ambitious retrofit projects, reaching energy label A. Initially there were not many applicants
in Amsterdam, approximately 30 applications have been accepted and while this research was
conducted a second round of applications was opened. To reach the required energy level substantial
insulation is necessary, combined with local energy generation such as solar panels or heat storage (A.
van der Stoep, personal communication, February 2, 2016).
Beside the partnership of Amsterdam Smart City, (university) students and researchers are exploring
and investigating residential retrofitting possibilities in Amsterdam. The Amsterdam Metropolitan
Solutions Institute (AMS) aims to connect academics working on sustainable solutions and projects in
Amsterdam. Students and researchers also connect with each other and other stakeholders through
thematic meetings organised by Wij Krijgen Kippen. Several times a year WKK organises an expert
meeting with a specific focus on research.
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Chapter 4
The Retrofit Governance Architecture
4.1. Governance for retrofitting in Amsterdam
In this analytical chapter I will address the empirical research question: How and by whom is
residential retrofitting governed in Amsterdam? In the methodology I provided a description of the
actors and actor groups included in this study. In this chapter I will apply a more analytical perspective
to reflect the actors’ roles regarding retrofitting and their contribution to the governance of retrofitting.
Furthermore, I will reflect on relations between actors and actor groups. But first I start the chapter
with an explanation of the schematic urban governance architecture for retrofitting, which I
constructed based on my data collection.
Pattberg et al. (2014) distinguish between actors and institutions to analyse global governance
architectures. Actors can be part of one or more institutions. On a city level this distinction is less clear
and the term ‘institution’ can be confusing. I will therefore speak of actor groups rather than
institutions, when referring to the different clusters of actors concerned with retrofitting. I identified
five key actor groups in the urban governance architecture for residential retrofitting: municipality of
Amsterdam, housing corporations, citizen initiatives, (small) enterprises, and research/innovation. The
purpose of constructing a graphical representation of the governance architecture is to gain insight in
the network around residential retrofitting. Analysis of the actors and actor groups included in this
study resulted in the image shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Urban governance architecture for retrofitting (see Table 6 for legend)

The five circles depict the actor groups, the numbers are respondents who in most cases represent an
organisation. Table 6, below the image, provides the identity of each actor. One respondent, indicated
with number 18, represented both a housing corporation and a citizen initiative and is therefore
included in both actor groups. The lines indicate direct linkages between actors in the context of
residential retrofitting. In the actor group ‘municipality’ are three sub-groups, which emerged during
the data analysis. I chose to distinguish between these groups because the interests, tasks, and focus of
various municipal departments can differ quite a lot. First sub-group is the sustainability department
(including respondents 1 and 2), the second is the Amsterdam Steunpunt Wonen or ASW (including
respondents 3 and 4), and the third group is the municipal housing department. However, from this
latter group I did not include interview respondents, but information from other interviews indicated it
as important sub actor group with respect to residential retrofitting.
In the upcoming subsections I will describe the role and contribution of each actor group regarding
residential retrofitting. A first, general dichotomy which I identified in the architecture of actor groups
is based on two different roles actors seems to play. The two groups on the right side of the
architecture, citizen initiatives and small entrepreneurs, seemed to be most pro-active in playing the
role of initiator. On the other hand, the three groups on the left are more facilitators of residential
retrofitting in Amsterdam. Below I will go more in depth about the different roles and discuss the
linkages between actors and groups.
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Table 6. Legend of corresponding interview respondents in urban governance architecture, Figure 7
No.

Interview respondent

Organisation

Category

1

M. Bloem

Municipality, sustainability department

Municipal

2

S. Jacobs

Municipality, sustainability department

Municipal

3

V. Feith

Amsterdam Steunpunt Wonen

Municipal

4

B. van Garderen

Amsterdam Steunpunt Wonen

Municipal

5

T. Voskuilen

Liander

Research/innovation

6

A. Verheus

Energy advisor, ASW

Small enterprise/municipal

7

E. de Lange

Zon Op Nederland

Small enterprise

8

C. Brester

LENS

Small enterprise

9

P. Westendorp

WKK, Oranje energie

Small enterprise/citizen initiative

10

F. Boon

Energy cooperative Zuiderlicht

Citizen initiative

11

K. Meekel

Energy cooperative Amsterdam Noord

Citizen initiative

12

B. Duvekot

VvE Het Poortgebouw

Citizen initiative

13

M. Romme

Wetering Duurzaam

Citizen initiative

14

K. Forte

De Key

Housing corporation

15

P. van Meekeren

Ymere

Housing corporation

16

W. Pieksma

Eigen Haard

Housing corporation

17

J. van der Veer

Amsterdamse Federatie van Woningcorporaties

Housing corporation

18

M. Knulst

Former housing corporation employee

Expert

19

A. van der Stoep

Amsterdam Smartcity

Research/innovation

20

B. Bos

Duurzame Huizenroute

Individual citizen initiative

21

P. Mohr

0-op-de-meter tour

Individual citizen initiative

22

A. de Graaf

0-op-de-meter tour

Individual citizen initiative

4.1.1. Role of the municipality
The municipality of Amsterdam has two departments which are concerned with retrofitting; the
department of housing and department of sustainability. The key role of the municipality is to facilitate
and promote sustainable initiatives, both among citizens and businesses. The municipality offers
subsidies and loans, and creates policies to govern retrofitting in Amsterdam. An important instrument
is the municipal sustainability fund (duurzaamheidsfonds). Several respondents mentioned the fund as
an important financial aid to realise their initiative (F. Boon, personal communication, January 14,
2016; C. Brester, personal communication, January 25, 2016). Besides, the municipality promotes
retrofitting by offering groups of inhabitants a free appointment with an energy advisor,
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(Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a). A large share of the houses in Amsterdam is part of a VvE4. The
municipality has a subsidy for which VvE’s can apply, which covers the costs of an appointment with
an energy advisor. Without expert knowledge it can be very difficult for VvE’s to plan and realise
energy saving measures. With this subsidy, the municipality eases the first step towards retrofit
measures by financing the advice of an energy expert. The energy expert can inform the house owners
about the technical possibilities, as well as the financial costs and benefits (S. Jacobs; A. Verheus,
personal communication, January 2016). These examples indicate that the municipality of Amsterdam
governs retrofitting through facilitation, by supplying financial assistance.
Respondents working at the municipality described the role of the municipality as facilitating. Within
each municipal department work many civil servants with different roles. Beside working on
stimulating subsidies and policy, some civil servants have the explicit task to connect with certain city
districts and identify citizen initiatives. Their task is to follow what is going on, on a neighbourhood
level. However, the road from citizens to the city councillor is still very long and seems to increase
due to the recent organisational reform. Instead of the district city councillor, the central city
councillor is now contact person for organisations and the city is governed in a more centralised
manner (M. Bloem; F. Boon, personal communication, January 2016).
At the time of this study, the reorganisation was still ongoing and the municipality was in the process
of adjusting to the new organisational structure. Some respondents were positive about the
restructuring, because it should lead to more equal policies and procedures throughout the city (B.
Duvekot; J. van der Veer, personal communication, January 2016). However, many respondents were
critical about the reform and stated that the ongoing transition process created (some) confusion and
disorder. Several respondents mentioned the issue that valuable personal relations with civil servants
and councillors on district level are lost. New relations have to be established with municipal
departments and officials, which are more distant from specific districts (V. Feith; F. Boon, P.
Westendorp, personal communication, January 2016). Facilitating local (citizen) initiatives becomes
more difficult when the initiators of an initiative can no longer rely on existing relations with the
facilitator. At this early stage in the reform, there seems a risk that customised solutions are no longer
possible due to centralisation and loss of personal relations. Municipal funds for (sustainability)
initiatives are merged and divided centrally, instead of per city district. How this will work in practice
has to be seen on a longer term.

4

For an explanation about VvE’s, see Box 1 on page 29.
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Several interviewees who work at the municipality mention the bureaucratic character of the
organisation, which makes it difficult to realise initiatives due to long procedures and changing
governments (S. Jacobs; M. Bloem; B. van Garderen, personal communication, January 2016). For
example, when it was decided that citizens could get subsidy for floor isolation, it took years before
the money actually became available (B. van Garderen, personal communication, January 7, 2016).
Bureaucracy is unavoidable for governmental organisations, however it can constrain the facilitating
role of the municipality towards residential sustainability initiatives. Although the municipal
government aims to govern retrofitting through enabling, bureaucracy and the reorganisation
complicate this mode. The distance between citizens and municipal authorities has increased, which
does not seem to stimulate community involvement.
Next to the municipal departments, the ASW (Amsterdam Support for Housing) is a municipal actor
involved in residential retrofitting, with a main focus on energy saving. The ASW offers energy advice
and has programs focussing on specific groups of residents. For example, they supplied boxes with
energy saving tools to low-income households. Additionally, the ASW supports tenants who need
cooperation from a housing corporation to realise energy-saving measures. The role of ASW is
therefore also mainly to facilitate and support retrofit initiatives from citizens, and stimulate energy
saving measures on a basic level.
In the schematic urban governance architecture, the municipality has some overlap with the actor
groups of housing corporations and research/innovation. The overlap indicates that there is
institutionalised cooperation, such as regular meetings or contact. In Chapter 5 I will discuss the
cooperation between various actors and actors groups in more detail.

4.1.2. Role of housing corporations
The role of the housing corporations regarding retrofitting Amsterdam is twofold. First, the
corporations play a role as facilitator of initiatives. Tenants sometimes propose a sustainable
renovation project for their building. For example, when tenants want to install solar panels on their
roof they need permission from the corporation, as owner of the roof. The major share of houses in
Amsterdam are apartment blocks with several storeys. Therefore, a roof is often shared among the
inhabitants of multiple floors in the building. In case of a mixed VvE (recall Box 1 from page 29) the
corporation plays an important role as facilitator. When individual owners propose a retrofit plan, the
corporation has a vote for each rental house in the VvE, which makes the corporation powerful in the
decision-making (A. Verheus, personal communication, January 27, 2016).
Beside their role as facilitator, housing corporations are also providor of municipal sustainability plans.
As the owners of almost half the city’s housing stock, corporations can decide to improve the
sustainability of many buildings. The ownership of so many houses grants the corporations a large
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potential, as pointed out by several interview respondents (F. Boon; B. Duvekot; K. Meekel, personal
communication, January 2016). Renovation and maintenance are integral features of all housing
corporations and offer the opportunity to replace unsustainable elements. However, respondents also
recognised the constraints corporations face. Financially most corporations are in a difficult situation,
with little or no room for extra investments. Affordable housing for tenants is a key principle for
housing corporations, so projects cannot result in higher rent (A. Verheus; A. van der Stoep; J. van der
Veer; K. Forte; P. van Meekeren; P. Westendorp; M. Knulst, personal communication, JanuaryFebruary 2016).
Beside financial limitations, corporations can meet resistance from tenants for a renovation plan.
Tenants do not always see the benefits of a project. Corporations are reluctant to drag tenants along
and prefer to realise projects initiated and pulled by inhabitants (P. Westendorp, personal
communication, January 21, 2016). Furthermore, housing corporations are uncertain about the best
way to go and which technologies to adopt. The sustainability expert from one corporation explained
they do not want to bear the costs of experimentation (P. van Meekeren, personal communication,
February 10, 2016). However, corporation Eigen Haard is executing a pilot project according to the
NOM5 principle, which is still a novelty in the Netherlands (W. Pieksma; A. van der Stoep, personal
communication, February 2016). In that case, the housing corporation is initiator of the project, but
generally the corporations facilitate initiatives from tenants. Besides, they implement energy saving
measures and strategies to contribute to the municipality’s goals.
The housing corporations group has some overlap with the groups municipality, citizen initiatives, and
research. Some groups of tenants take the initiative for a retrofit project themselves, but need approval
and cooperation from the corporation that owns the houses. For pilots or experiments to retrofit
buildings, or make them energy neutral, housing corporations sometimes collaborate with research
projects. The municipality affects housing corporations with creating or demolishing policies and
subsidies for (social) housing.

4.1.3. Role of citizen initiatives
Together with the retrofit entrepreneurs, citizen initiatives form the most proactive actor group. Across
Amsterdam, citizens have started initiatives to address concerns about the environmental impact of the
city. Local renewable energy and energy saving initiatives are plenty in and around Amsterdam.
Different citizen initiatives which focus on residential retrofitting vary in scope, approach, focus, and

5

Nul op de Meter, meaning an energy balance of zero.
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achievements. Citizen initiatives are an important group, because people who own their house are the
decision-makers on whether or not they will improve the energy performance. Not every citizen of
Amsterdam is capable to individually retrofit their residence. First of all, tenants depend on their
landlord’s permission for many retrofit measures. Residents who’s house is part of a VvE are also
limited in the changes they can make independently. Furthermore, retrofitting generally requires
investment, which is gained back over many years due to lower energy costs. Not every household is
able or willing to invest in retrofit measures.
Citizen initiatives mainly play the role of initiator and executor of retrofit projects. The initiators aim
to contribute to lowering energy demand in Amsterdam and search for citizens who want to contribute
as well. Some citizen initiatives approach it as a project focused specifically on their building, VvE or
neighbourhood. Other initiatives, especially energy cooperatives, want to reach and include as many
households as possible. The latter type of initiatives plays also a role in promoting retrofitting among
residents. The initiative Wij Krijgen Kippen (WKK) functions as a platform for active citizens, and
plays a special role as proactive facilitator of energy project and initiatives. In turn, WKK is facilitated
and supported by the municipal sustainability department and energy advice company NEWNRG. The
support of the municipality strengthens the credibility of WKK (P. Westendorp, personal
communication, January 2016). The respondents who initiated citizen projects all have a very strong
personal interest in the matter and believe in the societal value of improving residential energy
performance.
The relation between municipality, housing corporations, and citizen initiatives is complicated. The
municipality and housing corporations both indicate that they prefer projects initiated by residents,
instead of having to deal with resistance from unwilling people for a project. So, although housing
corporations and municipality are more powerful in terms of authority and finances, the responsibility
for retrofitting is moved towards citizens. Therefore they play an increasingly important role in order
to retrofit residential Amsterdam and meet municipal goals for sustainability.

4.1.4. Role of (small) enterprises
The next actor group in the retrofit domain in Amsterdam consists of entrepreneurs, (small) companies
or independent advisors about retrofit measures and techniques. Four examples are included in this
study: NEWNRG, LENS, Zon op Nederland (ZoN), and a self-employed energy advisor. This
category is most connected with the category ‘citizen initiatives’, described above. The key difference
is that the initiatives in this category found a business model which allowed the initiators to engage
professionally with retrofitting.
Like citizen initiatives, entrepreneurs play a role as initiator of residential retrofitting. They offer
products or services to (groups of) residents to help them retrofit their dwellings. Like most companies,
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the entrepreneurs actively promote their services. Entrepreneurs indicated that contributing to the
societal energy problem is their main drive for expanding their services and increasing the number of
retrofit projects. Simultaneously, enterprises facilitate retrofit projects initiated by citizens. For
example, Zon op Nederland is a cooperative of local cooperatives for solar energy, and therefore plays
a key role as initiator of sustainable energy and retrofit projects.
The entrepreneurs are more sensitive than citizen initiatives for policy and regulations which affects
their business case. Therefore most entrepreneurs are also involved with retrofitting governance. They
follow and try to influence policies on municipal and national level through lobbying. The actors are
making efforts to organise the sector of renewable energy, which is still a messy playing field
according to respondents (C. Brester; E. de Lange, personal communication, January/February 2016).

4.1.5. Role of research/innovation
The final category of actors involved in residential retrofitting is called research and innovation. This
category includes organisations and initiatives focused on experimenting and learning to generate
knowledge about retrofitting. There are many examples of (pilot) projects in Amsterdam which aim to
learn about the opportunities and challenges that are met. The trial projects contribute nevertheless to
residential retrofitting in Amsterdam, even when only a few houses are involved in a project. The role
of actors in this category is to inform both facilitators and initiators about the most promising
strategies to retrofit the housing stock of Amsterdam.
Beside the partnership of Amsterdam Smart City, (university) students and researchers are exploring
and investigating residential retrofitting possibilities in Amsterdam. The Amsterdam Metropolitan
Solutions Institute (AMS) aims to connect academics working on sustainable solutions and projects in
Amsterdam. Students and researchers also connect with each other and other stakeholders through
thematic meetings organised by Wij Krijgen Kippen. Several times a year WKK organises an expert
meeting with a specific focus on research.
However, the actor group research/innovation seems to have limited relations with the actors groups
who are most active in implementing and initiating retrofit measures: citizen initiatives and
entrepreneurs. There is more cooperation with the municipality and housing corporations, who are
often partners in retrofit projects aimed at improving techniques. This is important, because research
and innovation can help to indicate which retrofit approaches are most effective, so that housing
corporations have more certainty about techniques. Also, the municipality gains insight in which
thresholds need to be removed to better facilitate retrofitting.
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4.2. In sum: who governs retrofitting?
There is not one actor or actor group who governs retrofitting. Neither does an overarching framework
or institution exist in which actors unite to govern retrofitting on the level of the city of Amsterdam.
Although many actors contribute to residential retrofitting, this is not the same as governing it. The
governance framework seems a patchwork of actors and actor groups who determine their own
specific strategies. Due to its role as policy-maker, the municipality has the ability to influence the
context and stimulate residential retrofitting on a city-level. However, municipal governance is
influenced by decisions made by provincial and national government. Municipal influence on
retrofitting is mainly through facilitation, as they offer loans, subsidies, and free energy custom energy
advice meetings for residents. Residential retrofitting is an important theme on the municipal
sustainability agenda and has institutionalised within the sustainability department.
However, retrofitting remains a voluntary effort for most actors, especially private house owners.
Although the municipality promotes and facilitates retrofitting, there is no regulation for the energy
performance of existing buildings. Meeting the retrofit goals of the sustainability agenda relies to a
large extent on voluntary efforts made by individual and collective citizen initiatives. For the other
part, the housing corporations are responsible. But agreements about the energy performance of
corporations’ property are non-binding. According to the corporations, their financial situation limits
their ability to make large investments, and they are wary of resistance from tenants. Although the
municipality provides several services to facilitate and ease residential retrofitting, the responsibility
for creating a more sustainable building stock remains largely in the hands of (corporate and private)
house owners.
Apart from the municipality, active citizens are seeking to play a role in the governance of retrofitting.
Beside initiating and executing retrofit projects, several citizen (groups) and entrepreneurs actively try
to influence policies and regulations through connections with (municipal) governmental organisations.
They form networks in order to participate in governing the issue on different levels. Several of the
entrepreneurial respondents are also active in lobby or other organisations on national level, to
promote facilitation of renewable energy.
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Chapter 5
Organisational and Substantive Fragmentation
Introduction
In this chapter I will analyse how organisational and substantive fragmentation occur in the urban
governance architecture for residential retrofitting in Amsterdam. For both types of fragmentation I
will reflect on the eight characteristics, see Table 7 below. In Section 5.1 I first discuss organisational
fragmentation and in Section 5.2 substantial fragmentation between the various actors and actor
groups. Finally, in Section 5.3 I provide a brief conclusion.
Table 7. Indicators for organisational and substantive fragmentation

Organisational fragmentation

Substantive fragmentation



Collaborations between actors & institutions



Goals of actors/institutions, similar or different



Goal formulation regarding retrofitting in



Perception on appropriate solutions for

Amsterdam (joint or separately)


residential retrofitting


Determining agenda/strategy (joint or
separately)



Perception on problems/constraints to
retrofitting



Effects of regulation and policy on collaboration

Norms for residential retrofitting

5.1. Organisational fragmentation
In this study, organisational fragmentation is based on existing collaboration and cooperation patterns
and the efforts to formulate goals and the agenda collectively. Additionally, regulation and policies on
various policy levels can stimulate or limit cooperation. In the upcoming sub-sections I reflect on each
of the four indicators of organisational fragmentation, as shown in Table 7.

5.1.1. Collaboration and coordination
In this subsection I will describe the patterns of collaboration between different groups of actors and
institutions. The schematic overview of the urban governance architecture (recall Figure 7 on page 35)
will help to identify collaboration patterns. I distinguish between structural and project-based
cooperation. For a short explanation about the difference between collaboration and cooperation, see
Box 3 below.
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One cause for conducting this study was the ambitious sustainability agenda of the municipality of
Amsterdam, expressing several goals regarding the reduction of (residential) fossil energy use. One
interview respondent explicitly stated: “The municipality has a sustainability agenda but they cannot
realise it on their own. Therefore they need cooperation with other parties.” (A. Verheus, personal
communication, January 27, 2016). The data indicated that the municipality has many cooperative
relations with other actors and institutions. First, within the municipality different departments need to
cooperate. The departments for housing and for sustainability have a different key interest, but they
need each other to reach their goals. With regard to retrofitting, the municipal department of housing is
the usual link with the housing corporations. In its relation with housing corporations the municipality
aims to be more proactive, by sharing information, or pointing at subsidies and possibilities (S. Jacobs,
personal communication, January 12, 2016). Regarding citizen initiatives, the municipality used a
different approach: “For the small scale it is important that the authorities don’t intervene, you should
let the initiators work together. You need to have some people to help them get started, reduce barriers,
but then the network should develop itself” (S. Jacobs, personal communication, January 12, 2016).

Box 3. Terminology: Collaboration and Cooperation
The terms collaboration and cooperation are sometimes used interchangeably, although in fact they
have a different meaning. A useful example of definitions of both concepts is provided by Polenske
(2004). To describe different relations between firms she writes: “Collaborative relationships are
defined to include direct participation by two or more actors in designing, producing, and/or marketing
a product (…). Cooperation relationships are when two or more actors agree through formal or
informal arrangements to share information, support, (…) (Polenske, 2004: 1031, emphasis added).
When actors collaborate on an issue they formulate common goals, while cooperation allow actors to
focus on their individual goals but share assets or information for mutual benefits. Collaboration
efforts and relations therefore indicate lower fragmentation than cooperative relations.
In the Dutch language the word ‘samenwerking’ is often used to indicate both collaboration and
cooperation, which makes it difficult to choose the right English word based on the Dutch interviews.
However, when respondents used the word ‘meewerken’, this refers to cooperation. Otherwise, the the
choice for collaboration or cooperation was based on the contextual information.

As an institution, the municipality plays mainly the role of facilitator regarding residential retrofitting,
for example through policy-making or providing subsidies and permits. One respondent suggested that
collaboration efforts by the municipality could be improved, for example by outsourcing projects to
citizen cooperatives “The municipality has lots of property and could ask us to help with making it
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more sustainable, but that does not happen yet” (F. Boon, personal communication, January 14, 2016).
A difficulty for the municipality to collaborate on projects with initiatives, cooperatives or small
enterprises, is that the municipality does not want to favour specific actors.
The municipality and all housing corporations have a meeting on sustainability issues once every
quarter of a year. However, these structural meetings only facilitate cooperation and coordination
between municipality and housing corporations and no collaboration (i.e. direct participation and a
shared goal). The sustainability department of the municipality has high ambitions but their success
will depend partly on the efforts of the corporations (Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2016).
Simultaneously, corporations depend on the municipality for financial support. One sustainability
manager at a housing corporation stated about these meetings: “The agreements are about how the
corporations can contribute to the goals of the municipality. Besides, the corporations indicated their
individual ambitions, which were joined. During our quarter-yearly meetings we discuss the current
situation, and we can learn from each other.” (K. Forte, personal communication, January 28, 2016).
So, the meetings are mainly about the execution and implementation of the sustainability goals of the
municipality. It facilitates coordination but seems to lack joint goal formulation and agenda setting,
which is mainly done by the municipality (J. van der Veer, personal communication, February 10,
2016).
Housing corporations cooperate with municipal departments on a structural basis, and also with the
ASW (Amsterdam Steunpunt Wonen) on a project-based level. For cooperation with tenants for a
retrofit project, the ASW can function as an intermediary. Housing corporations experienced that
tenants not always trust their motives for such projects. Cooperation with the ASW aims to strengthen
the contact with tenants and their attitude towards the project (K. Forte, personal communication,
January 28, 2016).
There is much more project-based cooperation and collaboration between actors and institutions with
regard to retrofitting, than structural cooperation. The initiative to cooperate or collaborate often
comes from citizen initiatives or retrofit-related enterprises. For example, energy cooperative
Zuiderlicht cooperated with various partners on solar energy projects, such as a local school, the
soccer stadium. For generating wind energy, they collaborate with other energy cooperatives in
Amsterdam (F. Boon, personal communication, January 14, 2016). Self-employed energy advisor
Aleida Verheus participates with many actors from various institutions in a project to use residual heat
from an ice skating rink for heating houses. Energy network manager Alliander is involved, as well as
a neighbourhood energy cooperative, the municipality, and researchers/students from a university of
applied sciences (A. Verheus, personal communication, January 27, 2016). Zon op Nederland
facilitates local energy cooperatives and cooperates per project with different actors. Various housing
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corporations, citizen initiatives, VvEs, the ASW, and large energy providers such as Greenchoice,
Current, Eneco (E. de Lange, personal communication, February 17, 2016).
The relations between various small enterprises for residential retrofitting in Amsterdam are
characterised by a mix of cooperation and competition. Although their underlying goal overlaps (a
more sustainable and less energy-consuming city), companies offering retrofit solutions to residents
compete with each other for clients. Several respondents mentioned competition on the market as a
constraining factor in order to improve residential sustainability. Respondents working at the
enterprises indicated that cooperation with their peers proved difficult, due to competition for clients
or municipal subsidies (C. Brester; E. de Lange, personal communication, January/February 2016).
Respondents who made use of services from sustainable building/retrofit enterprises experienced the
low transparency and competitiveness as barriers for good cooperation. The following quotes illustrate
the tensions in this relatively new market very well:
“Personally I sometimes have the feeling that one party tries to take over the entire project. In
that case it is more competing than cooperating.” (V. Feith, personal communication, January
25, 2016)
“For the final user, the consumer, it is only very confusing when all these different parties
fight each other and scream for attention for their offers, which are largely similar and only
differ on a few points.” (E. de Lange, personal communication, February 17, 2016).
“We tried [to cooperate]. We did not think it was successful. Actually, we only experienced
obstruction. We tried to execute a project there, but because we organised it and not they, the
doors closed at the municipality.” (E. de Lange, personal communication, February 17, 2016).
“What I find difficult, is that so many small enterprises are approaching us, external parties,
who want something. You need to find out what exactly they can offer.” (K. Forte, personal
communication, January 28, 2016)
The competition between different suppliers of retrofit solutions increases organisational
fragmentation. Efforts to cooperate or collaborate for a common goal are not very successful (yet) in
this sector in Amsterdam. The incentives to cooperate seem to lack. For organisations or individual
citizens it can be difficult to find the right company to help retrofitting their property.
Seven respondents from five institutions (municipality, housing corporations, enterprises, energy
utilities, research) explicitly mentioned ‘connecting’ as part of their role. Connecting with different
actors and organisations, bringing parties together, and facilitating match-making are examples of how
respondents describe their activities as ‘connector’ (S. Jacobs, F. Boon, A. Verheus, A. van der Stoep,
P. Westendorp, T. Voskuilen, K. Forte, personal communication, January-February 2016). However,
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connections between people still need to lead to effective projects and to move beyond experiments in
order to retrofit the city of Amsterdam. According to one respondent working at an enterprise for
retrofit solutions, especially the workload shared with builders and installers needs to be increased:
“Those people [solar panel installers] need to have work! Not all those people who are occupied with
the context. There are too many of those.” (C. Brester, personal communication, January 25, 2016).
Throughout the data collection I got the impression that the entrepreneurial respondents had a strong
personality and vision. They worked hard and dedicated to realise their idea and develop into a
business. These personal characteristics may complicate collaboration, because the actors believe very
strongly in their own approach. Finally, one respondent added that the situation in Amsterdam may
well be more fragmented than in other municipalities, because of the numerous parties involved.
“That is actually a difference with other municipalities, in Amsterdam there is a wide range of
actors involved, who engage in everything related to housing. That manifests through tenant
organisations, ASW/WSW, you name it. In other municipalities that is usually different.” (P.
van Meekeren)
This aspect contributes to the organisational fragmentation in Amsterdam. Depending on the role and
authority of the involved parties, decision-making can become more difficult as more actors have a say.

5.1.2. Goal formulation
The second aspect to assess organisational fragmentation is whether actors do joint goal formulation.
The data did not show that actors from different actor groups formulated their goals jointly. Section
5.2 on substantive fragmentation indicators will discuss the goals of various institutions and actors on
a content level and explain differences and overlaps between organisations’ goals. In the sustainability
agenda, the municipality formulated various ambitions to improve sustainability of the existing
housing stock. The ambitions are largely based on the national energy agreement from the Dutch
Social and Economic Council (SER). Cooperation with housing corporations is explicitly mentioned
in the municipal agenda as important for formulating residential energy performance goals
(Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a: 15). According to the sustainability manager of the federation of
Amsterdam’s housing corporations, the corporations experience some pressure from the
municipality’s agenda: “They have all kinds of wishes, I understand that. But sometimes it is difficult,
because we are not that large. And then they have a list with all sorts of things they want, the
municipality, regarding solar panels, city heat networks, etcetera. That can be difficult in terms of
capacity” (J. van der Veer, personal communication, February 10, 2016).
The different nature of various types of organisations also complicates joint goal formulations. For
example, housing corporations’ first responsibility is to ensure sufficient and affordable houses. To
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allocate their limited financial means, improving energy efficiency or retrofitting is only one of the
options (J. van der Veer, P. van Meekeren, K. Forte, personal communication, January-February 2016).
Some housing corporations collaborate with innovative parties to co-create solutions to increase the
sustainability of their property. In that case, the corporation formulates the goal or ambition level that
the solution should meet (P. van Meekeren, personal communication, February 10, 2016).
The municipality has no clear goal regarding the housing stock owned by private owners. Therefore,
retrofit projects initiated by (groups of) private house owners each formulate their own goal. For
example, some ambitious citizens strive for energy neutral, while other retrofits focus only on one
measure, such as insulation or solar panels. Without an overarching goal or frame, the current
underlying idea seems that every improvement is better than no improvement. But without joined
goals, it is difficult to say what these improvements actually contribute to the city’s residential energy
saving. The complexity of the field and the many actors involved also complicate joint goal
formulated. Section 5.2.1 will discuss how actors’ goals differ substantively.

5.1.3. Setting the agenda and determining strategies
Agenda setting can be interpreted in two ways. First, as the actual planning of activities and
determining a strategy in order to reach goals. Second, agenda setting is defined as the practice of
influencing which issues get more attention on the (public) agenda (McCombs & Shaw, 1972). Both
types of agenda setting can be observed, however, little cooperation occurs.
In 2012 city district (stadsdeel) Amsterdam Zuid published a special issue about sustainable energy
initiatives in their district (Stadsdeel Zuid, 2016). The special highlighted several citizen initiatives
and entrepreneurial efforts to improve the sustainability of residential energy. With this special on
energy, the municipality attempted to put the issue on the public agenda. More specifically, the
municipality pointed the attention to citizen initiatives and different possibilities for citizens to
individually or collectively reduce residential energy use. For the special issue the municipality
cooperated with the initiative Wij Krijgen Kippen (WKK). Due to the restructuring at the municipality,
more tasks are nowadays coordinated centrally instead of per city district. Therefore it may become
more difficult for local initiatives to influence the municipal agenda, as the distance towards the
municipality has increased (F. Boon; P. Westendorp, personal communication, January 2016). On the
other hand, it encourages initiatives to increase their scale and focus on the entire city. The aim of the
municipality is to focus more on upscaling projects that proved successful and efficient to increase
residential energy performances, instead of supporting a wide range (Amsterdams Steunpunt Wonen,
2016).
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In the explanation about their strategies and agenda, few respondents mentioned explicit coordination
with other actors. This was often seen as a particularly difficult part of the challenge to retrofit
Amsterdam:
“But that is exactly what is so difficult, to combine the common interest with individual
agendas and to see how you could help each other. That is per definition difficult. People like
to do their own things.” (A. van der Stoep, personal communication, February 2, 2016).
For housing corporations, an additional difficulty is to combine the agenda for the coming years with a
plan to meet long-term goals. For example, the national energy agreement includes the goal to have an
energy-neutral built environment in 2050. Currently housing corporations are mainly focused on
agreements with the municipality to implement 25.000 label steps and improve the energy
performance to label to B on average by 2020. According to the sustainability manager of one
corporation: “You can comply with the goals for 2020, but what happens after that? Then you just
executed renovations that should last for 10 - 15 years, and then? Will you make several times a small
step, or make that big step later?” (K. Forte, personal communication, January 28, 2016). Currently
several innovative, experimental projects are ongoing to retrofit houses to become energy-neutral.
Corporations face the consideration to wait for novel techniques and solutions and make a large step,
or to use simpler solutions to make many (small) steps now (P. van Meekeren, personal
communication, February 10, 2016).
The following quote captures a very important complication for actors to work on a common agenda
or strategy: “The willingness to search collaboratively for a realistic option, is not there. Everyone is
so occupied with their own claims” (M. Knulst, personal communication, February 9, 2016). The field
of retrofitting is emerging and still in an early stage. Roles and tasks are not (yet) clearly divided
among actor groups. Especially retrofit entrepreneurs, who are active on the market and face
competition from other renewable energy companies, experience difficulties. “It would be handy to
coordinate things and establish agreements about the market” (E. de Lange, personal communication,
February 17, 2016).
Strategical connections with other actor groups, for example the municipality or housing corporations,
can help entrepreneurs. For example, one interviewed self-employed energy advisor has connections
with the municipality and the Amsterdam Steunpunt Wonen. When residents apply for energy advice
subsidised by the municipality, she conducts the assessment of the building and writes an advice.
Likewise, housing corporations cooperate with entrepreneurs who help them strategically to improve
energy performance with retrofit solutions. In this way entrepreneurs who can offer retrofit solutions
become connected with (corporate and private) house owners who have the authority to decide
whether and which measures will be implemented.

5.1.4. Effects of regulation and policies
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Regulation and policy have a major effect on the efforts to retrofit Amsterdam. Respondents
mentioned various aspects and consequences of regulation on the initiatives and possibilities in the
city. The first aspect which stands out, is that regulation is very much subject to change. This creates
an uncertain situation where people are less willing to invest in retrofit measures, because a change in
gas or electricity prices, subsidies or levies may negatively influence the pay-back opportunity.
Enterprises who offer retrofit solutions base their business model on current (fiscal) policies. About
changing policies, respondents stated: “Better to have bad policy which is stable, than good policy
which is soon abolished again” and “Don’t come up with something different each time, that is
disastrous. Better have something which is not perfect in place for a long time” (C. Brester; T.
Voskuilen, personal communication, January-February 2016). Changing regulation limits the options
for investment and upscaling, many retrofit projects are still experimental and a lot of attention goes
into adapting to the context. This enhances fragmentation as initiators cannot always learn from or
cooperate with previous projects, because the circumstances changed.
Beside the instability of policies, respondents mentioned that regulations and legislation are often not
clear to citizens. The lack of clarity discourages people to start a project or implement measures in
their own house (P. Westendorp, personal communication, January 21, 2016). Especially much of the
houses in the centre of Amsterdam are subject to much regulation, which makes retrofitting very
complex. Various changes on the outside of the building are forbidden, according to regulation for
historical buildings, or for houses part of Amsterdam’s cultural heritage. Due to the very strict
regulation, retrofitting houses in these categories can become very costly (M. Romme, personal
communication, February 4, 2016). The regulations are in force to protect the special character and
attractiveness of Amsterdam. However with regard to retrofitting, this strongly increases the need for
custom-made strategies (P. Westendorp, personal communication, January 21, 2016).
From the perspective of the municipality, the potential to offer custom solutions and services has
decreased since the reorganisation. City district councils facilitated citizen initiatives and provided
permissions for (building) projects. The city districts had some freedom to formulate specific policies
for their district, since the centralisation policies have been harmonised. This leaves less room for
custom solutions and small, local projects. Furthermore, the sustainability department works now
centrally, which increased their distance towards citizens (M. Bloem; S. Jacobs; F. Boon; P.
Westendorp, personal communication, January 2016). On the other hand, the centralisation now
allows the sustainability department to focus on the city as a whole and projects that operate city-wide.
An example is the execution program for solar energy. With regard to solar energy, the municipality
has a clearly formulated program on how to facilitate, promote and speed up the increase of solar
energy use. Projects in all city districts are collected through this central program. Therefore projects
can learn from each other and the municipality developed a city-wide approach to promote and
facilitate new projects (Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015b).
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Beside municipal policies, retrofit initiatives are subject to national energy policies. National policy
strongly influences retrofit possibilities through fiscal regulations such as levies or subsidies.
According to interview respondents, current national energy policies are limiting and hardly stimulate
retrofitting or shifting to renewable energy source. National energy policies in particular should be
stimulating, reliable and fixed for a longer term, which is not the case. (P. van Meekeren; T. Voskuilen;
C. Brester; J. van der Veer, personal communication, February 2016). One respondent gave the
example: “Recently, the tax on electricity was suddenly shifted to gas. So within 10 days you suddenly
have a completely different playing field!”. Solar energy systems can be used to generate electricity,
but as the price of electricity lowered the business model and pay-back period for solar panels
worsened (C. Brester, personal communication, January 25, 2016).
For housing corporations, also policy-making on European level plays a role in determining the
corporate strategy. “European legislation requires that 95% of our houses that become available is
assigned to lower-rent categories, so our prices will decline and our income decreases. From our
reserves, less will go to other categories such as sustainability, I could imagine” (K. Forte, personal
communication, January 28, 2016). In the Netherlands some energy related regulation is based on
European agreements. Due to European policy change, housing corporations are now allowed to raise
the rent with the amount of saving on a household’s energy bill. This means that housing corporations
can use this increase of rent received to pay off investments for retrofit measures. Tenants will in sum
not pay more than before, because the higher rent is compensated by lower or no more energy costs.
For a long time European legislation did not allow the raise in rent as compromise for investments,
which made retrofitting unattractive for housing corporations (A. van der Stoep, personal
communication, February 2, 2016).
As shown, various governmental levels determine or influence policies and regulation which affects
retrofitting possibilities in Amsterdam. These different governmental bodies can have conflicting
opinions and regulation. In Amsterdam there is a conflict with regard to the installation of new
windmills. The provincial government has several requirements for new-build windmills which are
difficult to meet in Amsterdam. From a national level, building new windmills is promoted in order to
meet targets in the national climate policy. The municipality of Amsterdam and a group of citizens
who wants to install five new windmills point to the provincial regulation as the barrier, because of the
difficult requirements. According to the regulation at least six mills have to be built simultaneously
and at a very large distance from each other (K. Meekel; S. Jacobs; C. Brester, personal
communication, January 2016). Recently the application for building the windmills was rejected by
the province, because for several reasons the proposed locations collided with the provincial plans for
spatial planning (Gedeputeerde Staten Noord-Holland, 2016). According to one respondent this
example illustrates that: “There is no vertical policy integration, different levels of governance are not
in one line” (C. Brester, personal communication, January 25, 2016).
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5.2. Substantive fragmentation
In this section I will analyse the fragmentation between actors and institutions on the level of contents.
I reflect on differences and similarities in the goals and strategies, perceptions on the problem and
solutions, and norms between the various groups and actors. The sub-sections below discuss the four
indicators for substantive fragmentation for the field of residential retrofitting in Amsterdam.

5.2.1. Fragmentation in goals
The goals of the respondents’ organisations have in common that each party aims to contribute to the
sustainability of the built environment. However, the specific goals and envisioned contribution varied
between actors and institutions. For some organisations residential retrofitting is the primary goal,
while for others it is more a secondary goal, such as for housing corporations. Based on the goals and
contributions of the organisations, I identified three broad groups. These three groups aim to
contribute to the (residential) energy transition with the following three goals (see also Figure 8
below):
1. Decrease Amsterdam’s residential (fossil) energy use
2. Learning and innovating
3. Incorporating retrofit strategies
Most respondents included in this study are part of the first group, their organisation’s primary goal is
to contribute to the energy transition in Amsterdam by lowering (residential) energy use. The second
group is smaller and consists of experimental projects where the primary goal is learning about and
improving retrofit strategies. Often these initiatives aim for an ambitious energy reduction or even
NOM (zero energy use). The difference with the first category is that these projects are not aiming to
attract as many people as possible. Rather, the aim is to discover possibilities, challenges and barriers,
and to improve retrofit processes and techniques. In case of the Wetering Duurzaam the building
sector co-financed the subsidy in order to gain experience with energy-neutral retrofit projects. The
third category includes organisations that have retrofitting as a secondary goal. Housing corporations
for example, are primarily focused on the quantity, quality and affordability of their buildings. Retrofit
projects are therefore only undertaken when not in conflict with the primary interests.
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Decrease residential
(fossil) energy use
• LENS
• Zon op Nederland
• Zuiderlicht
• Wij Krijgen Kippen
• NEWNRG
• VvE Poortgebouw
• Amsterdam Noord
Municipal
sustainability
department

Learning and
innovation
• City-Zen project
• Wetering Duurzaam
• Eigen Haard NOM
project

Incorporating retrofit
measures
• Housing
corporations
• Municipal housing
department

Figure 7. Actors divided over three groups based on their retrofit goal

The actors and organisations themselves are focussed on their specific goals and progress. This focus
helps to work towards achieving the goal, but it can complicate collaboration between actors and
institutions, and therefore maintain fragmentation. Actors in the first group (Figure 8) seemed most
action-oriented, focused on results and actual savings. While in the other two groups projects already
harvest results when measures are taken into account and requirements are met. For example,
requirements for energy neutrality within the budget, or requirements regarding the average energy
label of a corporation’s housing stock.
However, despite differences in precise goals, many organisations share the broader underlying goal;
reducing the fossil energy use of Amsterdam. The organisations do not always recognise each other’s
goal or approach: “As informal network we speak a different language than formal networks. The
municipality, companies, research, they all have their own jargon and find it difficult to understand our
jargon, and we find it difficult to speak with their jargon.” (F. Boon, personal communication, January
14, 2016). This quote describes an important difficulty for cooperation between diverse organisations.
Even when their goal is quite similar, differences in communication can constrain actors to recognise
the shared goals.
The next subsection will describe differences and overlaps in how actors see solutions and constraints
for residential retrofitting.

5.2.2. Perceptions of solutions and constraints
In this section I will describe the differences in perceptions on solutions and constraints among the
actors and actor groups. Solutions and constraints are discussed simultaneously, because some aspects
of retrofitting are viewed as a solution or opportunity by one actor, but as a constraint by others. With
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regard to actors’ perception on solutions and constraints the same trend is visible as for the goals,
described above. In general, the actors have similar ideas about suitable solutions and the main
constraints or barriers for retrofitting. Differences in thoughts about solutions and approaches occur on
a more detailed level. From the respondents’ answers about retrofit solutions and barriers several
themes emerged:


Technological



Financial



Organisational



Behavioural/social

Regarding technology, almost all respondents mentioned explicitly that the technological dimension is
no longer a barrier for residential retrofitting. Both for insulation and clean energy generation
technologies are available. Applying existing technologies is a part of the solution for retrofitting,
according to all organisations. However, citizen initiatives and retrofit entrepreneurs differ in their
precise application of techniques and their approach to retrofit projects. These differences are reflected
in the large variety of active (citizen) organisations and small enterprises concerned with retrofitting.
For example, LENS provides solar energy solution for buildings with shared roofs, where the energy
from panels can be split locally among households. Zon op Nederland focuses on solar energy
cooperatives, where the panels can be located anywhere in the neighbourhood according to the
‘postcoderoos’ system (see Box 4 for an explanation). Technologically these two approaches require
different systems, but these systems do not conflict. In fact they serve two different needs and both
add to the retrofit challenge, supporting the same underlying goal: increasing sustainable residential
energy in Amsterdam.
Pro-active retrofit actors from group one (recall Figure 7) have a more positive attitude towards
technologies and believe in the value of existing retrofit technologies. Actors in the second group,
focused on learning and innovating, regard technologies as still under development and searches for
improvements of technologies and its applications. The third group of actors, and especially the
housing corporations, are a bit more hesitant to widely adopt currently existing technologies. The
reason for their restraint is the concern that better, more efficient or profitable technologies may be
developed in the near future. Housing corporations prefer to be more certain than (individual) citizens
about their choice for implementing a certain measure. When individual or groups of citizens retrofit
their houses, they can select the technologies themselves. In case of tenants, the housing corporation
selects measures, which can sometimes lead to a mismatch between technologies and users (P. van
Meekeren, personal communication, February 10, 2016).
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Box 4. The postcoderoos
The postcoderoos is an administrative system in the Netherlands which enables financial benefits for
energy cooperatives spread over a neighbourhood. When people take part in a renewable energy
initiative located in their postal code area, or one of the directly neighbouring postal code areas, they
can receive a discount on their energy tax. People can own solar panels on the roof of a building in
their direct neighbourhood. They do not use the generated energy themselves, but for the total kWh of
energy they pay 50% less energy tax.
An example: a household owns two panels on a local school, which generate 500 kWh per year, used
by the school. The energy tax per kWh is 10 cents. The discount is therefore:
0,10 € x 50% x 500 kWh = 25 €

Simultaneously, housing corporations’ choice for technologies plays an important role. Corporations
usually invest in measures or technologies which will last for years. For example, investing in new
boilers means that for the next approximately fifteen years houses will continue to need gas to heat
water. Choosing to invest in non-renewable energy technologies now makes it more difficult and
expensive for housing corporation to invest in renewable energy sources in the near future (A. Verheus,
personal communication, January 27, 2016).
The technological dimension is linked to the financial dimension. Not every technical solution is
affordable, or can be earned back with energy savings within a reasonable timeframe, according to
respondents. The postcoderoos system is a solution to provide a household with financial benefits
from investments in renewable energy in their neighbourhood. However, opinions about the
postcoderoos system differ, some respondents see it as a sub-optimal solution or even as an
“administrative monster” (A. Verheus, personal communication, January 27, 2016).
Payback opportunities of retrofit measures are an important aspect according to the respondents.
Actors agree that cost-effective retrofit measures require a stable context, meaning no (big) changes in
gas or electricity prices, and fixed regulation and legislation. Especially entrepreneurs and housing
corporations need a business case which creates at least no financial losses. Respondents from all actor
groups recognise the difficult situation housing corporations currently face. Their available funds have
decreased because of subsidy cuts while they are still expected to supply affordable housing for lowincome citizen groups. While the corporations own the largest share of Amsterdam’s residences,
retrofit efforts are strongly constrained by their financial position (M. Knulst, P. Westendorp, J. van
der Veer, K. Meekel, personal communication, January-February 2016).
Furthermore, most respondents agreed that retrofitting should be possible without structural need for
subsidies. Several retrofit measures can be earned back already relatively quick through savings on the
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energy bill. However, measures necessary to create (almost) energy neutral houses are still expensive.
Many of Amsterdam’s houses are stacked, older, and sometimes under protection for historical or
cultural value, which increases the complexity and costs for retrofit techniques.
Regarding the organisational dimension, all actors agree that stable policies are essential to enable
residential retrofitting. The sector concerned with retrofitting is still very much developing itself.
Regular building companies are not always able to deliver the required techniques or services (M.
Knulst, P. Westendorp, P. van Meekeren). Compared to financial and technical challenges, the
organisational challenges are more complex. The sustainable building sector still needs to find a way
to deal with the new demand. To incorporate retrofit strategies or sustainability principles,
organisations need some adjustment of their structure.
“It requests something extra from the organisation to do things differently. So then systems
and procedures need to be adjusted in all areas.” (P. van Meekeren, housing corporation,
personal communication, February 10, 2016).
“Sometimes contractors wanted to work for me, or for the organisation, but they would have
to make so many organisational changes, therefore they said no, we won’t do it. If we change
so much we cannot satisfy other clients” (M. Knulst, housing corporation, personal
communication, February 10, 2016).
Actors agree that a lack of process comfort is currently a key constraint. Not all the relations between
actors in the field are clear, many actors mentioned the difficulty to find qualified contractors and
executors (M. Romme; C. Brester; P. van Meekeren, personal communication, January-February
2016). Process comfort and a stable context are seen as more important to facilitate retrofitting
organisationally, than subsidies. Reliable regulation and legislation are key.
Finally, respondents mentioned constrains that indicated the social and behavioural aspect of
retrofitting. There are no conflicting ideas about the effect of behaviour and end-users between actor
groups. Actors agree that residents need to be willing to invest time and money. When people have a
negative impression about a certain retrofit measure, the measure is unlikely to be adopted, both by
home owners and housing corporations. Individual house owners are sensitive to what they hear about
failures or complications, so it is important to communicate strongly about successes and advantages
to convince people (A. Verheus; M. Romme, personal communication, February 2016). Housing
corporations prefer to execute retrofitting measures only when tenants are in favour, to prevent
resistance and protest. When energy-saving measures are phrased as increasing comfort, tenants are
more interested. However, the actual energy savings of a measures depend on people’s behaviour and
practices (K. Forte; P. van Meekeren, personal communication, January-February 2016). For example,
many rental houses of corporations had their gas heating replaced by a central heating system. But
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with central heating people started to heat more rooms than before. (B. van Garderen, personal
communication, January 7 2016).
Over all, the perceptions of actor groups on opportunities and constraints are not conflicting. Actors
have largely the same perception about technical, financial, organisational and social aspects which
either constrain or facilitate retrofitting. Differences in perception only occur on a more detailed level
of approaches to retrofitting and specific measures. Similar small differences occur between actors
within the same actor group, for example the retrofit entrepreneurs or citizen initiatives. Citizen
initiatives vary in scale and focus. Some initiatives intend to increase their project and include as many
citizens as possible, while others focus on improving their own house or building. Sometimes a
specific energy performance goal, such as energy neutrality or label A or B, is driving the measures,
while other citizen projects choose a certain technology, such as solar panels or insulation. These
differences are also largely driven by the different contexts in which projects are initiated. For
example, the available funds, features of the residential property, or the network of the initiators.
Differences become clear in the way actors speak about their own approach, and the approach of
others. The three quotes below illustrate well how most respondents seemed convinced about their
own approach and often sceptical or doubtful about the approach of other organisations:
“You also have cooperatives in Amsterdam which give everyone a chance and all ideas are
welcome. Those are some jumbled discussion groups, leading to pretty strange things. […]
Everyone has their own hobby, I would say have fun, and I don’t have to take part in
everything. A windmill is more predictable and robust” (K. Meekel, personal communication,
January 11, 2016)
“Well, there are some parties who think it’s all just not fast enough, or they think those small
steps are clutter. That hinders sometimes, it’s never good enough. You can focus on that
horizon, but I am more in favour of step-by-step. (A. Verheus, personal communication,
January 27, 2016)
“Just use a business approach! Define the critical factors for success, set key performance
indicators, how can we keep a finger on the pulse as soon as possible, to see if we achieve
what we have to do.” (E. de Lange, personal communication, February 17, 2016)

The strong belief of initiators in their own approach is important to motivate people and make their
initiative successful. However, it can constrain cooperation between initiators when they are too
dismissive about other approaches.
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5.2.3. Norms for retrofitting
Though the specific norms which actors and actor groups apply differ, they do not conflict. Norms for
retrofitting are strongly linked to actors’ goals, objectives and approaches. Recall that Pattberg et al.
(2014: 19) describe norms as “shared conceptions of appropriate behaviour or actions that define,
regulate, or legitimate actors’ identities, interests and behaviour”. It is very difficult to compare actors’
norms regarding retrofitting, because the actors included in this study are of very diverse groups and
fulfil different tasks in society. For housing corporations, one norm is that retrofitting and
sustainability measures should not lead to higher rent or higher costs for the corporation.
Entrepreneurial actors have as norms for retrofit measures that it should both improve the residential
energy performance and have a reasonable business case, meaning that it should be economically
feasible. For individual house owners and some citizen projects this latter argument is not always a
norm. Their norm is in some cases more based on environmental care than economic benefits.
The data did not show large differences in the conceptions on retrofitting or residential energy between
various actors and actor groups. Therefore in the case of retrofitting, fragmentation of norms turned
out not to be an essential indicator for fragmentation, because norms are closely connected to goals.
No organisation or actor had norms for retrofitting that were explicitly formulated, mostly norms were
identified implicitly through what interviewees told. Again, minor differences can be observed in the
“conceptions of appropriate behaviour or actions”. For example, a citizen energy cooperative
explained it feels obliged to find the best price for the project financed by its members, while an
entrepreneur saw calling for tenders as a negative action lowering the quality. On this aspect they have
a different norm for good retrofit projects (F. Boon; C. Brester, personal communication, January
2016).

5.3. In sum: organisational and substantial fragmentation
So in sum, how does fragmentation occur in the urban governance architecture for residential
retrofitting in Amsterdam? The indicators for organisational fragmentation indicate that on an
organisational level, the governance for residential retrofitting is quite fragmented. Project-based
cooperation and collaboration exists, but structural collaboration between the different actor groups is
still limited. Actors determine largely their own goals and strategies. Despite the formulation of goals
in the sustainability agenda, the municipality does not function as a central actor who sets the agenda
or goals for other organisations. On the level of contents, there is less fragmentation between actors
and actor groups. Generally actors have similar perceptions on solutions and constraints. With respect
to retrofit goals and norms, differences only occur on a more detailed level. Perceptions are not
conflicting, based on actors’ underlying goals and principles (more) collaboration and cooperation
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seems possible. However, many retrofit strategies and measures are possible and some initiators prefer
a certain approach. The variety in initiatives offers ‘something for everyone’, as those interested to
increase their house’s energy performance can choose their preferred solution. There is not a
prescription for best practices, also due to the great multiformity of Amsterdam’s houses, which
requires custom solutions. According to one respondent the plurality of initiatives and cooperatives is
complementary, and the fragmentation not necessarily a negative aspect:
“I see all those different initiatives absolutely not as competitive but as complementing and
reinforcing. We as Zuiderlicht use a different approach than for example Amsterdam Energie
or Amsterdam Noord. We have our own message and methods, but it does not exclude one
another. One approach may appeal to one group of people, but not another.” (F. Boon)
On the other hand, according a respondent from the group of retrofit entrepreneurs, the multitude of
actors and parties involved increases the organisational difficulty and the change to upscale:
“But the majority of the people just wants to be care-free, they don’t want to be involved
themselves. And when it becomes more complicated due to all the parties behind initiatives,
the smaller the chance that they will participate. That is my vision, I see that happening. And
that will bother Amsterdam, that they are too big and too fragmented. […] How will you
divide it, who will manage it, residents generally couldn’t care less, as long as it’s wellorganised.” (E. de Lange)
According to this view, the array of different initiatives and organisations for sustainable residential
energy is fine, but more coordination and central organisation are required to lower the threshold for
people to participate. This is especially in respect to (local) generation of renewable energy through
cooperatives:
“As long as we leave this a fragmented domain, and leave it with individual households,
individual companies, we lose a lot of time. Of course we need to involve all the parties, and it
should be supported in society from below, but you have to facilitate it. You have to think
together about, how to organise this?” (E. de Lange)
This view is supported by the experience of a respondent who started an energy-neutral retrofit project
in their neighbourhood. Finding the right know-how and technical approach proved extremely difficult:
“I felt so lost, in the beginning I was really boggled. And all the different starting points:
should you begin with insulation and until where, do you need a new installation and which
one, or a combination and how? Everything twirled and dazzled me.” (M. Romme)
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Although respondents call for more central, professional organisation of the sector, at the same time
they recognise how difficult exactly this coordination and collaborative organisation is:
“But that is exactly what is so difficult, to combine the common interest with individual
agendas and to see how you could help each other. That is per definition difficult. People like
to do their own things.” (A. van der Stoep, personal communication, February 2, 2016).
The difficulty of collaborating, cooperating and coordinating explains most of the fragmentation
between actors and approaches. The second reason for fragmentation between actor groups is assigned
to actors on a national level and has to do with the question of responsibility. No one clear party is
responsible for sustainability and each party requires input from others. Whether a city or region
invests to facilitate retrofitting depends on budget allocations and local decision-making. National
policies, especially financial regulations and energy prices, could stimulate retrofitting both in and
outside Amsterdam.
“Everyone is pointing at each other. The lobbyists point at the politicians, politicians say that
technology is not ready yet and points at them.” (C. Brester)
“CE Delft has a report which shows for all parts of the Netherlands which sustainable energy
sources are most suitable for that area. Currently the choice depends on local negotiations,
parties, who puts in money and who doesn’t, sometimes some money from the municipality or
province.. Let the national government regulate this, and make a clear choice!” (J. van der
Veer).
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Chapter 6
Consequences of Fragmentation
Introduction
In this chapter I will reflect on the four types of consequences of fragmentation as identified by
Biermann et al. (2009). As I described in my theoretical chapter, these four aspects are: 1) the speed of
reaching agreements, or in this case organising and executing residential retrofit projects; 2) the
ambition level, in this case of the retrofit project; 3) the degree of participation of various actors; 4) the
equity of the agreements. Reflecting on these four aspects is difficult, because this study is not a
comparative study of multiple cases. I am not comparing the consequences of the fragmentation in the
situation in Amsterdam to another case. Therefore, this chapter is reflective in nature, aiming to
identify the positive and negative consequences of the relative level of fragmentation regarding
retrofitting in Amsterdam.

6.1. Speed
The sector for residential retrofitting is still strongly in development, new technologies, approaches,
actors and project emerge regularly. For Amsterdam there is no one-size-fits-all solution and many
actors apply different approaches and technologies. According to the theory, fragmentation can benefit
the speed of reaching agreements (Biermann et al., 2009). A smaller number of actors is likely to come
to an agreement quicker, but these agreements are often between likeminded actors. Aiming for a citywide retrofit approach would require a lot of time because of the diversity of actors involved.
Currently residential retrofitting is taking place in small scale projects with mainly like-minded actors,
which facilitates quick agreements. Speedy retrofit projects are those where actors agree and someone
already has a plan. For example, in the case of VvE Het Poortgebouw a few residents had prepared a
list of optional measures, and most residents were open to the idea of improving their building’s
energy performance. The measures were agreed upon and implemented rather quickly (B. Duvekot,
personal communication, January 12, 2016). Wetering Duurzaam is an example of a project where the
initiators started from scratch and had to cooperate with a coalition of very diverse actors; technicians,
architects, municipality, and residents. Defining the project was a slow and long process, and in the
end it was not possible to reach an agreement between all the involved parties (M. Romme, personal
communication, February 4, 2016).
According to the theory of Biermann et al. (2009), speedy agreements among few actors may increase
fragmentation and reduce the incentive to collaborate or form common norms. This may well be the
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case in Amsterdam. Because (groups of) actors are already realising retrofit projects separately, there
is less need to connect to a central organisation and construct a common plan. The benefit of quicker
but relatively small scale projects with like-minded actors is that they are easier to realise and
coordinate. However, it enhances organisational fragmentation and some projects miss out on the
benefits from more coordination and cooperation. While several organisations attempt to collect
experiences and more central coordination, retrofitting remains largely a patchwork of initiatives.
Integration and coordination between the many citizen initiatives, especially local energy cooperatives,
could help to increase the speed of realising their retrofit projects. A standard format for approaching
such initiatives is a possible way to reduce the time of reinventing the wheel through sharing
knowledge and use best practices. Zon Op Nederland is a good example of a connector between
cooperatives, assisting to simplify and standardise the process of setting up an energy cooperation.

6.2. Ambition
When an agreement has to be reached between many parties, theory expects the ambition level to be
lower than when the ambition is determined in agreements between fewer actors (Biermann et al.,
2009). In a way, this theory can be used to explain the relatively low ambition level of housing
corporations. Corporation ‘Eigen Haard’ has one (pilot) retrofit project with energy neutrality as goal.
However, housing corporations own a large number of houses and their ambition for energy
performance is tempered by other demands they have to meet, such as affordability or maintenance.
Retrofit ambitions of housing corporations are therefore determined through negotiations, but the main
constraint for higher ambitions seems to be finances rather than the fragmentation between actors. In
this study it seemed that individual or small retrofit efforts were often most ambitious. There is
another possible explanation for the difference between ambition levels of projects initiated by citizens
and by housing corporations. Housing corporations are required to invest in their sustainability by
regulation and dependence on municipal policy, while for citizens it is voluntary. The municipality can
negotiate with housing corporations individually, but with regard to the large share of individually
owned houses, the municipality has no direct influence. They can only stimulate and promote the
ambition of house owners to retrofit their residences with policies and regulation. When these citizens
choose to retrofit their house, they have deliberately chosen to invest in the energy performance of
their house. Citizens have often an intrinsic motivation, such as environmental concerns or economic
benefits, to retrofit their residence (M. Romme; S. Jacobs; B. Duvekot, personal communication,
January-February 2016; Observations Duurzame Huizenroute, 2015).
Furthermore, fragmentation theory suggests that fragmentation can increase innovation, because it
provides space for different solutions initiated by different parties. For Amsterdam this seems very
much the case. There are retrofit projects concerned with various insulation measures, solar energy,
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wind energy, heat reuse, and combinations of these technologies. Instead of choosing or stimulating
one type of measure, the municipality has funding and special loans for a wide variety of measures
related to residential retrofitting (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2016; Gemeenteraad Amsterdam, 2015a).
Municipal financial support structures do not require a certain ambition level, to avoid discouraging
people who want to take just a small step and not go for an entirely energy neutral renovation.

6.3. Participation
The governance architecture for residential retrofitting is characterised by organisational
fragmentation, but not substantial fragmentation. Actors’ norms are not conflicting, so different
retrofit approaches do not interfere with one another. The organisational fragmentation allows many
approaches to coexist and the multitude of projects implies that house owners can choose which they
prefer. In this case, fragmentation seems to benefit participation as people have several options to
participate. Currently there is a large number of small, local, citizen-initiated retrofit projects or energy
cooperatives in Amsterdam. The advantage of this scattered situation is that a local, visible project
makes people feel more connected to the project and feel ownership. A united, larger, city-wide
project could erode this sense of ownership and reduce participation.
Also, people are motivated to initiate or participate in retrofit projects for different reasons. Some are
motivated by their ambition to contribute to a better environment, while others can see retrofitting as a
means to increase comfort in their residence with better insulation. Additionally, some people can be
convinced to retrofit their house with the financial gain on a longer term as the energy bill decreases
(A. Verheus, personal communication, January 27, 2016). Addressing these different motivations to
retrofit increases the participation.
According to interview respondents, a better connection with executing building companies could
improve participation. The Dutch Chamber of Commerce (Kamer van Koophandel) in cooperation
with NEWNRG organised a series of meetings and workshops with a specific focus on energy-neutral
building and renovating. Improving the building sector to fit with the needs that arise when people
retrofit their houses is important for participation. In the case of ‘Wetering Duurzaam’ the link with
the building sector was complicated and discouraged participation. So, better integration of the
building sector with retrofitting efforts could potentially increase participation, especially when the
supply of techniques and services of executors would better fit the needs of residential retrofit.

6.4. Equity
It is difficult to reflect on equity in the current field of residential retrofitting. The environmental
disadvantages of not retrofitting are not directly felt in Amsterdam but affect the world in a much
more complex way. The different retrofit projects and approaches are not conflicting and do not
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constrain each other. The various actor groups are not exclusive either, actors can be a member of
various groups. There does not seem to be a direct cause for inequity regarding the fragmentation in
the domain of residential retrofitting in Amsterdam itself. The current financial support structure from
the municipality, for example, does not favour or exclude a certain approach or (group of) actors.
However, in a more subtle way the current facilities for residential retrofitting do benefit people with
more financial means, understanding and know-how about retrofitting. For example, in many cases
retrofit projects or measures require a financial investment. Municipal loans and subsidy programs are
available, but applicants need to know about their existence and understand the application procedure.
In the case of the retrofit project initiated by VvE “het Poortgebouw”, the residents knew about the
opening of a municipal subsidy program for solar panels. They prepared the applications for all
households and submitted as soon as the online application form opened. The residents of the building
are well-educated and were able to pay for initial investments (B. Duvekot, personal communication,
January 12, 2016). In a way residential retrofitting seems therefore a practice for the elite. Also, people
who rent their house depend on the landlord or corporation to allow or initiate retrofit measures.
Furthermore, theory on urban infrastructures from a political economy perspective would argue that
the maintenance or change of infrastructure and technologies is always a political process (Graham &
Marvin, 2001). This implies that there are always winners and losers, also in the case of moving to
new forms of residential energy provision.
An interview respondent from a citizen-initiated local energy cooperative explained his experience
with funding for sustainability initiatives:
“There are enormous subsidies available, there are enormous innovation trajectories, tax
benefits.. All arrangements that were invented top-down, but as informal network we cannot
make a claim for it because we do not speak the formal language.” (F. Boon, personal
communication, January 14, 2016)
His experience indicates that there is a gap between initiatives from large, formal actors and local,
small-scale initiators. On a national level, policies seem to favour the former. Another respondent also
expressed the experience that the municipality “prefers to talk with larger organisations and not with
residents organisations” (P. Westendorp, personal communication, January 21, 2016). The municipal
reorganisation seems to increase the distance between municipal policy-makers and citizens, which
does not improve the integration between citizen initiatives and the municipality. On the other hand, it
seems more efficient when the municipality can cooperate with larger (in)formal organisations, than
with a very large number of small initiators.
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Finally, housing corporations want to make sure that investments in retrofitting do not disadvantage
tenants or the corporation. National regulation therefore now allows corporations to charge tenants to
compensate for the investment in energy saving measures (Rijksoverheid, 2016). This compensation
can only be charged when retrofit measures resulted in (almost) energy neutral houses. The extra
charge for tenants is compensated by a much lower or zero-energy bill, so in sum the costs of living
should remain the same for tenants. In this way corporations can prevent that retrofitting reduces their
budget for other purposes, such as affordability and maintenance.

6.5. In sum
The current level of fragmentation in the residential retrofit domain in Amsterdam has both positive
and negative consequences. The different consequences for the four aspects discussed above are
shortly summarised in Table 8 below.
Table 8. Consequences of fragmentation on speed, ambition, participation, equity

–

+
Speed

The current degree of fragmentation (mainly
organisational fragmentation) allows for
relatively fast agreements and project
realisation. More collaboration and
coordination between (groups of) actors would
require more time

Fragmentation between many similar, smallscale citizen initiatives now requires each to
take time to figure out an approach. More
cooperation could reduce the time spent on
constructing and planning the project.

Ambition

Fragmentation between retrofit initiatives
means actors do not have to make concessions
in their ambition. Retrofitting is voluntary,
ambitious citizens and organisations initiate
own project which created the fragmented
field. Custom solutions for diverse buildings
promote innovation.

In a wider context actors have to negotiate
their retrofit ambition with other values, such
as affordability. Housing corporations have
multiple responsibilities they need to balance
with retrofit ambitions.

Participation

Currently the large variety of small, coexisting
retrofit initiatives benefits participation.
People can join the initiative that they prefer,
and are more likely to feel connected to a local
project.

Still a relatively small number of people
retrofits their house or joins an initiative.
Retrofitting is not (yet) common practice,
people have to actively make an effort.

Equity

Housing corporations want no higher costs for
tenants or corporation due to retrofit
investment. Costs of living should remain the
same.
Retrofitting is a voluntary practice, residents
are not obliged to take part in a project.

Retrofitting remains an ‘elite’ practice,
requires financial means to invest and/or
capacity to understand subsidy and loan
schemes. Not everyone benefits equally.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and discussion
7.1. In sum
In the previous chapters I have addressed the three research questions which I introduced in the first
chapter. The answers on these four questions allow me to write this concluding chapter, answering the
main research question:
“How and why does fragmentation occur in the domain of residential retrofitting in
Amsterdam, and what are the consequences of fragmentation for the impact of retrofitting
initiatives?”
This study showed that residential retrofitting is governed only to a limited extent. Various (groups of)
actors are involved in retrofitting, but there is no overarching governance framework. Actors mainly
govern through facilitating and initiating retrofit projects. The municipality is largely charged with the
responsibility to govern, and they have tools available such as regulation or subsidies. However, at the
moment residential retrofitting relies on voluntary efforts, because there are no enforcement
mechanisms. Owners of residential property are autonomous in their decision to improve the energy
performance or not. Governmental regulation to promote retrofitting, such as higher energy prices or
financial benefits for renewable alternatives, facilitates retrofit projects. The energy label system to
classify the energy performance of houses also helps to raise awareness, but currently there are no
direct consequences for a low label score. To improve the energy performance of the largest share of
Amsterdam’s housing stack, owned by housing corporations, the municipality negotiates with the
corporations to set targets and make so-called label-steps. The corporations take care of social housing
and fulfil a societal task, therefore they have a closer relation with the municipality than individual
house owners. Individuals are more difficult to reach for the municipality. Therefore, local citizen
initiatives and retrofit entrepreneurs play an important role in reaching and motivating this group of
private house owners. Amsterdam has a variety of citizen initiatives focused on retrofitting and local
renewable energy cooperatives, whereby motivated frontrunners initiate a project and actively promote
and enlarge their initiative.
When looking at how fragmentation occurs, I found that the domain of residential retrofitting in
Amsterdam is mostly characterised by organisational fragmentation. Substantive fragmentation is
limited, because actors’ underlying goals, norms, and perception on solutions and constraints are
largely the same. Small differences occur in actors’ views on which specific approach to use. Besides,
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the difficulty of collaboration, cooperation, and coordination between different groups and actors is an
explanation for the wide range of small, local retrofit projects. The multitude of approaches and
projects can also be explained by the great diversity of Amsterdam’s housing stock, where a ‘one-sizefits-all’ retrofit approach is hardly possible. Regulation for historical or culturally important premises
are a limitation for some retrofit measures, such as visible solar panels or outside insulation. The
diversity of the numerous apartment blocks requires tailored retrofit measures and complicates
upscaling.
Furthermore, fragmentation occurs between different governmental levels, such as the state, province
and municipality. Energy prices are for example determined on a national level, while subsidy
schemes for local renewable energy projects can differ between municipalities. National or provincial
policy changes influence municipal policy and especially retrofit entrepreneurs experience the changes
in policies and context as a constraint for retrofit solutions. Uncertainty about future policies and
regulation discourages long-term investments and development of suitable measures.
With respect to why fragmentation occurs, I also found several explanations. First of all, the housing
stock of Amsterdam is characterised by large variety of buildings and a ‘one-size-fits-all’ retrofit
approach is impossible. Therefore most retrofit projects are specifically developed to suit the building
and there is a wide variety of measures and approaches. Secondly, residential retrofitting depends
almost entirely on voluntary efforts of house owners. Therefore, authority to decide about retrofitting
is scattered among a large number of corporate and individual house owners. While the municipality is
the most central actor, they can only promote and facilitate retrofitting. Third, Amsterdam has many
citizen-initiated sustainable energy cooperatives that are centred around local energy generation. One
reason to join such a cooperative is that people feel ownership and connection with the project, for
example when solar panels are installed on a local school or gym.
Fragmentation among residential retrofit initiatives and the actors involved has various consequences.
Table 8 on page 65 summarised the most important consequences of the degree of fragmentation for
the speed, ambition, participation, and equity of retrofitting projects. Because retrofitting is a
voluntary practice, and relies on the decision of numerous individuals and households, it is very
difficult to organise it on a large scale. The multitude of initiatives and projects increases the chance
that residents find a project which they want to participate in. Additionally, initiators do not have to
negotiate about the ambition level of retrofitting in Amsterdam but can decide for themselves which
measures to implement. Those who choose to voluntary retrofit their house or join an initiative are
motivated to do so, and therefore the ambition is usually high. Small-scale projects which involve a
limited number of actors can more speedily realise their initiative. In contrast, housing corporations
have to balance investments in retrofitting with other claims such as affordability. Therefore their
ambition level and speed are lower than for small citizen-initiated projects. Not every actor or
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household is equally able to retrofit their house, usually it requires financial investment, know-how,
and/or house ownership.

7.2. Urban retrofit governance: reflection on research results
In this section I will first reflect on my findings and their relation to theories and research in the two
strands of literature, on urban governance and retrofitting. Secondly, I will reflect on the framework
and concepts I used for this study.
Reflection on results
With regard to urban governance, my data showed that on the local urban scale, most actors govern
retrofitting through facilitation and promotion. This finding is in line with earlier research, for example
the study from Dowling et al. (2014) about retrofit governance in Australian cities. My study showed
that the city of Amsterdam has not one clear actor or centre from where retrofitting is governed,
instead many actors are involved in differing constellations. This is similar to what Dowling et al.
(2014: 19) describe as the multiscalar nature of retrofit governance. Furthermore, they argue that
governance for retrofitting involves both state and non-state actors and does not necessarily follow the
conventional divide between public and private institutions. This is clearly also the case in Amsterdam,
where actors from the municipality play an important role, as well as many private initiatives led by
entrepreneurs and citizens. Several projects involved a combination of public and private actors.
Graham and Marvin (2001) described in their book on networks of urban infrastructures how
contemporary infrastructures, such as for transport, water, or energy provision, increasingly connect
distant places and actors. Consequently, infrastructure users are less connected with and dependent on
their direct, local surroundings. Contrasting with this trend, in the case of residential retrofitting in
Amsterdam it seems that actors aim to reconnect users with their local surroundings for residential
energy needs. Citizens lobby for windmills in the surroundings of Amsterdam and for solar panels on
all buildings, and organise themselves in local cooperatives.
The many projects and initiatives in Amsterdam have solutions for many retrofit challenges, but every
project depends on the willingness of individual and corporate house owners. Their participation is an
important factor to make sustainable infrastructure successful. Several studies on retrofitting and other
sustainable urban infrastructure had a similar conclusion. For example, Tommerup and Svendsen
(2006: 626) studied residential retrofitting in Denmark and concluded that the key constraint is not a
technological or financial barrier, but lacking knowledge and interest of consumers. Nielsen (2001)
studied the adoption of decentralised urban water infrastructure and also found that participation of
house owners is a critical factor for success. For the actors involved with governance of retrofitting in
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Amsterdam, promoting and increasing retrofit projects among house owners is therefore an essential
focus point.
Reflection on theoretical frame
Instead of applying one of the theoretical frameworks that has been used before to study retrofitting, I
used fragmentation theory to investigate if this theory could help to explain the apparent fragmentation
between retrofit initiatives and responsible actors in Amsterdam. By constructing a graphical overview
of the urban governance architecture, I mapped the most important actors groups and relations
between actors. The experimental use of this perspective enabled me to focus on the entire field of
actors and involved organisations, instead of focussing on either individual households’ decisions and
practices, or on how retrofitting evolves as a socio-technical transition. Fragmentation theory seemed a
promising frame to guide the analysis required to answer the research question of this study. However,
it is difficult to say if fragmentation theory is really helpful to analyse urban sustainability trends such
as retrofitting. First of all, it is hard to compare global governance and urban governance architectures
and to use a similar framework for the analysis. For example, for global governance architectures there
is a clear distinction between actors and institutions. Actors generally belong to one or more
institutions. This study showed that on the urban level the distinction is less clear. Therefore I used for
my case study the term ‘actor groups’ rather than ‘institutions’, which seemed more relevant.
Furthermore, my conceptual approach allowed me to distinguish between fragmentation based on the
organisational structure of different actors and actor groups, and fragmentation based on substantive
differences. Substantive fragmentation proved low, as actors’ norms and perceptions on the issue did
not conflict. This indicated potential for more collaboration and integration between different actors
and actor groups. Finally, the existing framework for fragmentation includes reflection on the
consequences of fragmentation. This is a valuable addition because it adds a critical view on the
effects of fragmentation on the achievements of retrofitting in Amsterdam.

7.3. A regime complex for residential retrofitting?
In Section 2.4 I described the characteristics and benefits of regime complexes in a governance
domain. One of the key characteristics of a regime complex is that it has a horizontal, overlapping
governance structure (Raustiala & Victor, 2004: 305). The governance structure for retrofitting in
Amsterdam can be called horizontal, as it is not characterised by hierarchy, and the issue is addressed
by various actors who to some extent share power and responsibility (Ferguson, 2009).
The organisational structure in the city of Amsterdam makes it difficult to facilitate direct links
between all the relevant actors for residential retrofitting. Actor groups, such as municipal departments,
or housing corporations, have specific tasks and purposes besides retrofitting. The organisational
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structure of the city therefore favours fragmentation, rather than the creation of one coherent,
integrated institution or organisation concerned that is concerned with retrofitting. In the context of
international governance, when the institutional structure is in favour of fragmentation a regime
complex may occur (Keohane & Victor, 2011: 4). Besides the institutional structure, the diversity of
problems related to the issue can enable the emergence of a regime complex (Keohane & Victor, 2011:
9). In the case of residential retrofitting, respondents mentioned constraints related to various
dimensions of retrofit, such as finances, technology, behaviour, or regulation. These diverse
dimensions require different approaches and explain some of the fragmentation between actors and
projects, based on the approach used to address the retrofit challenge. In more or less subtle ways, the
actors and actor groups have also different interests and power, which enhances the emergence of a
regime complex.
For several reasons it is unlikely that one central organisation or institution will emergence to govern
retrofitting in Amsterdam. Keohane and Victor (2011) provide three arguments to explain why a
governance architecture can be a regime complex, rather than fully fragmented or fully integrated.
Their three arguments can also be used to explain why the governance architecture for retrofitting in
Amsterdam can be described as regime complex. First, differences in interests, power and resources
make it impossible to come up with a strategy which encompasses all actors and issues related to
residential retrofitting. Second, besides the benefits of more integration, merging of current initiatives
and projects would imply concessions for some actors. For example, retrofit entrepreneurs or citizen
initiatives have their own niche and a large degree of independence. In case of more integration and
collaboration with other actors, their organisational structure or, in case of entrepreneurs, business
model would change, which could be perceived as a concession. During the interviews it appeared that
some of the retrofit project initiators are quite convinced about their approach and less enthusiastic
about other approaches. Third, it can be easier to create an additional project than to change existing
approaches or agreements. For example, housing corporations made agreements with the municipality
about label steps and improvements of the energy performance of their stock. In addition to these
agreements some corporations engage with other organisations or residents to realise for example
energy neutral retrofit projects.
In addition, the architecture for retrofitting in Amsterdam is not fully fragmented because various
actors do make an effort to collaborate and connect. The municipality plays a role in connecting goals
and approaches to increase the impact of retrofitting. Several other actors see connecting and
facilitating connections as part of their role. Also, they regard it as an essential aspect to successfully
retrofit the city and realise the (urban) energy transition. None of the actor groups would be able to
realise an energy transition without the others, and the actors are aware of this. A second reason which
explains why retrofit governance cannot be fully fragmented, is the overlap between actor groups. For
example, several respondents in this study did belong to more than one organisation. Someone
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working at the municipal sustainability department also participated in a neighbourhood initiative as
citizen. Many of the retrofit entrepreneurs were also involved in retrofitting projects as citizens. The
multiple identities of actors improve the understanding between actor groups and lower fragmentation
between them.
Several authors argue that a regime complex as governance structure can have several benefits
(Keohane & Victor, 2011; Orsini et al., 2013; Raustiala & Victor, 2004). Two benefits are applicable
to this case study: flexibility across issues and adaptability over time (Keohane & Victor, 2011: 19).
The regime complex-characteristics allow the actor groups in Amsterdam to have different approaches
and agreements among different actors. Depending on the specific retrofit challenge or project, actors
are flexible in their choice for the most suitable solution whereby any residential retrofit effort is better
than no effort at all. Second, regime complexes can have a relatively high capacity to adapt to changes
in the context. This is an important benefit for retrofitting, because the context – regulations, subsidies
– is influenced by changing policies on various levels. (Orsini et al., 2013: 35) draw the promising
conclusion that “problem solving is enhanced in a context of regime complexes, even if the complex is
fragmented, because the existence of a complex means that potential problems are likely to be sorted
out”.
The current degree of fragmentation regarding retrofitting in Amsterdam has benefits and enables the
existence of many actor groups and projects, offering something for everyone. It allows house owners
who want to retrofit their house to participate in the project or initiative most suiting their wants.
However, even more fragmentation does not seem desirable. Instead, some more collaboration and
cooperation between actors and actor groups could enhance the efficiency and possibly impact of
residential retrofitting. Less fragmentation could allow citizen initiatives to benefit from a larger scale
and each other’s experience and knowledge. Finally, less fragmentation between policy makers from
different levels and project initiators could help to improve policies to facilitate residential retrofitting.

7.4. Recommendations for future research and policy
I will conclude with a few recommendations based on the results of this study, both for further
research and for retrofit actors in Amsterdam. In this study I explored if and how I could use
fragmentation theory to reflect on the governance architecture for retrofitting in Amsterdam. I
constructed a simple framework to distinguish between organisational and substantive fragmentation
and looked at the consequences of the occurring fragmentation. For future research I firstly
recommend that this framework should be developed further. The indicators for organisational and
substantive fragmentation should be extended and specified more. This can help to make
fragmentation more measureable, as in this study my analysis remained largely descriptive. Sharper
indicators can then also allow comparison between multiple cities. For example, it would be helpful to
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compare a city that has difficulty to implement and enhance retrofitting with a city were retrofitting is
more successful. It could then see if the difference can be explained by more fragmentation in the
urban governance architecture. Comparative (case) studies can help to improve and test the framework.
For the municipality it is a challenge to develop effective policies that facilitate the needs of the many
diverse actors who initiate retrofit projects. Due to the reorganisation, the sustainability department is
now more centrally organised, instead of per city district. Although the central sustainability
department can define a city-wide vision and draw on experiences from all districts, it remains
important to keep connections with small, local citizen initiatives on a district or neighbourhood level.
However, from an efficiency point of view the municipality should also be critical about which (types
of) projects and initiatives they support. Monitoring the performances of different types of initiatives
is therefore important to determine support strategies which facilitate the most effective approaches to
retrofitting. The municipality could ask an independent organisation to monitor and rate the
performance of different types of approaches. With regard to national energy policies, it is essential to
create stability so that actors dare to invest in measures. Financial policies affecting the energy sector
should be fixed for a longer term and not be subject to change every few years.
During my research I learned that retrofitting is also still an emerging field of practice for technicians
and installers. In November 2015 I participated in a tour which was organised specifically for
contractors and technicians with an interest in energy-neutral building and retrofitting. The tour was
organised by the Chamber of Commerce and the cooperation Wij Krijgen Kippen. The purpose was to
learn from successful projects, exchange experiences, and brainstorm about what could help the
technical entrepreneurs to improve with regard to retrofitting. This type of structural meetings, focused
on improving the sector, could benefit all actor groups and should be organised more often and for a
wider range of actors. Sustainability departments of housing corporations have structural quarteryearly meetings, but similar structural meetings with a clear focus could be introduced for other actor
groups too. I would recommend that small retrofit entrepreneurs, offering solutions and advice,
organise meetings and try to find their points of overlap and connection. Perhaps the municipality
could arrange and guide such meetings to facilitate more cooperation. According to my framework,
more structural collaboration, joint goal formulation and agenda setting can lower organisational
fragmentation.
Finally, several retrofit solutions and approaches proved successful and were turned in to business
models by retrofit entrepreneurs. In order to reach Amsterdam’s ambitious goals the challenge is now
to use existing solutions for many more households. Therefore I would recommend (groups of)
citizens and entrepreneurs who want to contribute to residential sustainable energy to make more use
of already existing approaches and techniques. Drawing on experiences from other neighbourhood or
private retrofit initiatives can help aspirant-retrofitters to choose effective and efficient methods. There
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are already many entrepreneurs and (research) organisations working to develop new techniques and
methods and this innovation process is likely to continue. But adopting retrofit techniques which
already proved their efficiency is necessary to reach the city’s goals for the next decades, rather than to
wait for a perfect future solution.
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Annex 1
Interview topic list / questions
The numbered questions in italic were not asked to the respondents. These questions
described the purpose of the interview questions below each italic question.

1) How and by whom is residential retrofitting governed in Amsterdam?
- what is the role of your organisation?
- how is your interaction/connection with municipality?
- how is your interaction/connection with other organisations focused on retrofitting?
- how is your interaction/connection with citizens?
- how is your interaction with academic organisations/research, companies?

2) What transition is envisioned by the different actors and how do the projects contribute to
this transition?
- how do you understand ‘energy transition’ in the case of Amsterdam?
- how can this in your view be achieved?
- what are you/your organisation doing to contribute to the energy transition?
- what are key parties or actors that contribute to this transition?

3) What is the relative level of fragmentation in Amsterdam’s residential retrofitting field?
- what is your (organisation’s) goal regarding retrofitting in Amsterdam?
- why do we need to retrofit residential buildings?
- when/where/how often do you interact with other actors?
- what activities do you organise to contribute to retrofitting/energy transition goals?
- what is the main problem or difficulty you encounter?

4) How do the actors in this field experience the fragmentation and the need for more
coherence?
- (if organisation cooperates/interacts with others)how do you value the
interaction/collaboration with other actors?
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- what is the benefit of these interaction/collaboration?
- would more collaboration/cooperation/interaction be valuable?

5) Which institutional innovations can enable residential retrofit projects to contribute to the
energy transition?
- Have there been institutional/organisational changes that enhanced the residential
contribution to the energy transition?
- Has the problem as it is perceived/described by different involved actors changed?
- Have policies with regard to residential energy changed?
- Have the methods to address residential energy changed?
- Has the level on which projects and policies occur changed?
- Has there been other changes that made a positive contribution to residential retrofitting?
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